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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The words, "And so my fellow Americans: ask not what your country can do for 

you-ask what you can do for your country" (Kennedy, 1961a), still capture our 

imagination and attention. President John Fitzgerald Kennedy vvas only in ofifice for 

1,000 days, but the imagery and legacy of Camelot linger. The world saw an energetic 

and exciting presidency, a fascination remains with his time and his administration. 

However, beyond the images of Camelot there exist deeper images. 

The harsh reahty of a Communist confrontation shook the foundations of the 

blissfiil images ofifered by Kennedy. During his time in office the question of Russian 

relations was paramount. There is little doubt that the Cold War was a somber time in 

this modern era of foreign pohcy. One important tool Kennedy chose to use, when 

dealing with this Communist reality, was the tool of poweríiil orations. 

The New York Times. noted in November, 1963, that: 

John F. Kennedy was a man of his generation, an eloquent spokesman for that 
strange new world which the Second War had ushered in. More than any 
President since Woodrow Wilson, he believed in the power of ideas. His quick 
intelligence gave him an extraordinary grasp of the vast scope of the Presidential 
ofifice; his deep intellect molded a philosophy of government that rare oratorical 
powers enabled him to articulate with grace and with distinction. (Overfield, 
2001, n.p.) 

If this president was gifled with "rare oratorical powers [that] enabled him to 

articulate with grace and with distinction," his orations and word imagery defmed the 

changing American foreign policy between 1961-1963. Therefore Kennedy's public 



addresses help defme not only American foreign pohcy, but helped shape the reality of 

the Cold War for a generation. 

From the rise of the Iron Cuitain in 1946 to the collapse of the Soviet empire in 

1991, the Cold War was the central stoiy of this century. There was not one school child 

who was unaware of the threat of nuclear war, not one citizen untouched by the thought 

of nuclear fallout. Living in the Atomic Age created a part of our global history 

As a sophomore in high school, I remember President Reagan telling Mr. 

Gorbachev to, "tear down that wall." This imagery has stayed with me for many years 

and I assume it will always stay with me. This time in our history is personally 

compelUng to me. As a child I was quite overcome with the fear of nuclear war. My 

fears and uncertainties where only sustained by news reports and pop-culture. I was 

fascinated by nuclear weapons, that they had the power to destroy a planet, and knowing 

that Russia had this capabiUty worried me. For years I wanted to understand why, and 

how this war could have happened. This thesis aUows me the opportunity to explore the 

origins of Cold War rhetoric, and draw some conclusions about Kennedy's contribution 

to the Cold War's creation, and inadvertently how that rhetoric would one day impact my 

Ufe. 

Purpose of the Study 

The questions guiding this study are, "How do Kermedy's foreign policy speeches 

communicate his philosophies about intemational relations?" and more specifically, 

"What imagery and metaphor is presented by Kennedy to depict these philosophies." 

The purpose of this study is to explore the portrayal of foreign policy as presented bv 



Kennedy in six foreign policy speeches, given from 1961-1963. This wiU be done 

•through the examination of metaphor and imagery used in those speeches. Lakofif and 

Johnson (1981) have found that metaphor is a wonderful method to study language and 

subsequently the culture that is created by that language. They found that, " . .since 

metaphorical expressions in our language are tied to metaphorical concepts . . . we can 

use metaphorical linguistic expressions to study the nature of metaphorical concepts and 

to gain an understanding of the metaphorical nature of our activities" (Lakofif & Johnson, 

1981, p. 290). 

It is hoped that this study wiU lead to an understanding of the images created by 

Kennedy and, therefore, an understanding of the Cold War. These metaphors should ofifer 

a view into one of the world's more influential Cold War rhetors. In addition this 

analysis should provide insight into the structuring of the Cold War and the creation of a 

nuclear war mindset. 

I beUeve that insight into creation of the Cold War is beneficial for two main 

reasons. First, the Cold War may be over, but there are stiU a multitude of nuclear 

weapon arsenals. The U.S., Britain, France, Pakistan, India, Israel, China and Russia all 

have nuclear capability (Schell, 2000). By understanding how this nuclear culture was 

created, insights to the future wiU be gained as well as how positive and negative rhetoric 

can impact the use of these weapons. 

Second, a cultural understanding can be gained. Allies that used to be defmed by 

ideology and superpower relations are shifting to relations defmed by culture and 

civilization. Cultural communities are replacing Cold War blocs, and the "fault lines 

between civiUzations are becoming the central lines of conflict in global politics" (Clark, 



1998, p. 125). If cultural relations have become more important than poUtical afifiliations, 

understanding how cukures form their reality through poUtical rhetoric wiU ofifer insight. 

It is therefore increasingly important to understand the culture of the past and how it has 

defmed the present. 

Methodological Concerns 

The surreal imagery of Camelot and what Kennedy represented has been the 

object of many rhetorical studies (Brown, 1988; Grundmann & Lucia, 1992, Lampman, 

1988; Medhurst, 1993; Vande Berg, 1995; Wicker, 1968). This study employs the 

analysis of metaphor and imagery as its method. The use of metaphor and imagery when 

looking to political speeches is an ideal tool to gain insight into the creation of reality 

The use of imagery, created by metaphor, to study Cold War rhetoric, is an 

appropriate tool. Derrida (1984) argues that the construct of nuclear war is primarily a 

matter of speculation. Therefore, popular narratives shape the pubUc experience of 

nuclear weapons. Presidential speeches ofifer ideological beUefs about nuclear war that 

become part of a shared experience and a shared understanding of what nuclear war is. 

Metaphor contributes to this formation of reality. Metaphor is not simply the use 

of beautiful and poetic language. It is only through associating what we know and are 

acquainted with to an unfamiliar concept that we negotiate our reality It is only through 

the human experience we create meaning for the world around us. 

There exists an extensive body of literature on imagery and metaphor theory 

(Black, 1962; Lakofif & Johnson, 1980; Ortony, 1979; Richards, 1936; Foss, 1996, 

Aristotle, trans. 1984). Underlying this theory is the assumption that it is difificuh to know 



reality in an objective way. We do not stand apart from the world and perceive reaUty 

and then interpret it or give it meaning. Instead, we know reality only through the 

language by which we describe it. Reality is created through the use of these images. 

Importance can be found in, not only the use of metaphor and imagery, but in who 

presents the message. The rhetor can have as much impact as the rhetoric. Hart (1984) 

ofifers the idea that not only political communication is relevant, but more specifically 

presidential communication is important. When looking to the most prominent political 

position in the United Stares, the president ofifers a legitimate conduit for the creation of 

foreign policy. In creating foreign policy agendas, U.S. presidents have employed 

imagery Through understanding speeches given by presidents insight into the culture is 

gained. 

The Artifact: Kennedy's Foreign Policy Speeches 

Although there are many artifacts worthy of analysis pertaining to the Cold War, 

I feel the most prominent period in the Cold War was the early sixties. The three years 

Kennedy was in ofifice, 1961-1963, provide rich data that is more than worthy of analysis. 

Public address has long provided U.S. presidents with a springboard to introduce 

American foreign policy. With the unique situation of the early 1960s Kennedy was able 

to build a foreign policy agenda that was brimming with bold ideas. 

The study of presidential speeches has ofifered insight into the way Americans 

perceive nuclear war (Taylor, 1993). From presidents Rooseveh to Reagan speeches have 

been constructed to reflect the time's interpretation of the Cold War and make projections 

for the fliture. The Keimedy administration was no dififerent. 



This thesis wiU explore six foreign policy speeches given by Kennedy, beginning 

with his inaugural address, January 20, 1961 and ending with the Nuclear Test Ban 

Treaty Radio address, July 26, 1963. A detailed introduction to these speeches dealing 

with Cold War relations wiU be provided at the end of Chapter II. 

This study begins in Chapter II with the exploration of the history of the Cold 

War, its origins and perspectives on President Kennedy with a short biography. Chapter 

III discusses the role of metaphor in the analysis of rhetoric, as well as the exploration of 

how rhetoricians have used imagery and metaphor to critique presidential 

communication. The chapter concludes with an introduction to Ivie's metaphorical 

method that wiU be employed by this study. In Chapter IV, the analysis of Kennedy's 

speeches wiil be presented. Finally, in Chapter V, the results are discussed. In this 

introduction, I have sought to provide background, present the research questions and 

establish the rationale for this study. With the parameters set for this study, I now turn to 

the historical perspectives that estabUshed the Cold War. 



CRAPTER II 

HISTORICAL PREPECTIVES ON 

THE COLD WAR AND JFK 

Many influences played essential roles in creating the American and global 

attitudes of the early 1960s. Kennedy himself noted that the previous 18 years had 

created and shaped the Cold War; "Let us reexamine our attitude toward the cold war, 

remembering that we are not engaged in a debate. . We are not here distributing blame 

or pointing the fmger of judgment. We must deal with the worid as it is, and not as it 

might have been had the history of the last 18 years been dififerenf' (Kennedy, 1963a, 

n.p.). 

It will become crucial to gain an understanding of how the 18 years preceding 

Kennedy's administration produced the Cold War, and created an .American 

consciousness that is reflected in Kennedy's inaugural address when he referred to a 

"new generation of Americans—bom in this centurv, tempered by war, disciplined by a 

hard and bitter peace. . ." (Kennedy, 1961a, n.p.). Exploration of the Cold War and the 

establishment of Kennedy's administration will assist in understanding the rhetoric used 

by Kennedy in his American foreign poUcy speeches. 

Therefore, this chapter explores the evolution of the Cold war and Kennedy's 

American foreign policy agendas. This chapter wiU also introduce six foreign policy 

speeches and their historical implications. First, the exploration of the origin of the Cold 

War wiU establish an appropriate foundation to understand the "strange new world"' 

(Overfield, 1999) Kennedy was to navigate. Second, by gaining insight into Kennedy's 
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mindset through a brief biography and exposure to his goals, his foreign policy agendas 

will be recognized and placed in context. Finally this chapter wiil introduce the speeches 

to be analyzed in Chapter IV. 

The Cold War: Historical Perspectives, 1945-1960 

At the end of Worid War II, the Nazi regime had coilapsed under the force of the 

Allied armies. The end of one war seemed to be the birth of another. The Yalta 

conference with Joseph StaUn, Winston ChurchiU and Franklin Roosevelt in attendance is 

often cited as the beginning of the Cold War (Theoharis, 1970). This meeting on the 

southern shore of the Black Sea took place February 4-11, 1945. Stalin's army had 

reached the Oder River and was poised for the fmal attack on Beriin, but Stalin on 

February 3 had ordered the army to pause while the conference was in session. His 

occupation of Poland was complete, and he possessed command of the largest armv in 

Europe, 12 million soldiers. 

This overwhelming Communist power was disconcerting to many Americans, 

although the threat of a Nazi stronghold was over, the threat of Communism seemed to 

replace it. StaUn appeared to encompass and represent all that democracy would oppose. 

The fact that Stalin did not hold free elections in Eastern Europe was the first issue that 

ignited the American press to turn increasingly hostile to Russia. 

On April 12, 1945, Franklin Roosevelt died and Harry S. Truman was sworn in as 

President. Two weeks later in a meeting with Vyacheslav Mikhailovich Molotov, the 

Russian foreign minister, Truman began to create his uncompromising administrative 
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agenda, explaining to Molotov that U.S.-Soviet relations will no longer be "on the basis 

of a one-way street" (Schoenherr, 2001, n.p.). 

This abrasive relationship only escalated the foUowing year. On February 9, 1946 

Joseph StaUn gave an aggressive speech to the Russian people, expressing the view that 

Communism and capitalism were incompatible. That same month Winston Churchill 

spoke with Truman to argue for a hard-line response to what ChurchiU referred to as the 

iron curtain that had descended over Eastern Europe. They both felt the need to create 

unified Anglo-American opposition to Stalin (Theoharis, 1970). 

The Containment Theorv' 1946 

On February 22, 1946, a man by the name of George Frost Kennan, holding the 

second ranking position in the American embassy, would send an influential telegram 

from Moscow to Washington D.C., explaining his theory to contain Russia and 

Communism. This would irrevocably shape Cold War politics. The theoretical 

foundations of Kennan's Containment theory started with this telegram. 

In the winter of 1946, Kennan received a cable from Washington expressing 

bafîlement at Stalin's uncooperative policy. Kennan was fîlled with impatience at this 

naivete. Kennan writes, and recreates this scene in hindsight, "I sit down and draft a 

preposterously long telegram . . . describing, as though in a primer for schoolchildren, the 

nature, the ambitions, and the calculations [of the Soviet govenmient] that make them 

seek security . . .in a patient but deadly struggle for total destruction of rival power" 

(Schoenfeld, 1996, p. 60). In commenting about the telegram Kennan wrote in his 

memoirs, "It would not do to give them just a fragment of the truth. Here was a case 



where nothing but the whole truth would do. They asked for it. Now, by God, they would 

have it" (Kennan & Lukacs, 1995, p. 48). 

The "whole truth" took the form of an eight-thousand-word telegram, "all neatly 

divided, like an eighteenth century Protestant sermon, into five parts" (Kennan & Lukacs, 

1995, p. 49). He thought that if it were in five sections, each would pass for a separate 

telegram and it would not look so "outrageously long" (Kennan & Lukacs, 1995, p. 49). 

The reception of the telegram was all that Kennan could have wished. The long telegram 

became the founding document of the containment policy, the cornerstone on which the 

West buih its Cold War strategy. This embassy report reshaped Washington's views of 

the Soviet Union. 

The telegram was constructed of five main themes. First, Russian behavior was 

determined by a "traditional and instinctive Russian sense of insecurity" (Schoenherr, 

2001, n.p.). Second, the Russian government is a political force committed zealously to 

the belief that, with the US, there can be no permanent "modus vivendi" (Latin for "way 

of life,"). Third, the spread of Communism is the greatest danger to the free world, not 

the Soviet army. Fourth, Communism is a "malignant parasite which feeds only on 

diseased tissue" (Schoenherr, 2001, n.p.). Finally, the idea that the strength of capitalism 

depends on the health and vigor of the democratic society. The greatest danger "is that we 

shall allow ourselves to become like those with whom we are coping." (Schoenherr, 

2001, n.p.). 

Kennan maintained that the United States should stop blaming itself for Soviet 

problems. The source of Soviet foreign policy lay deep within the Soviet system itself 
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Kennan exposed the idea to the U.S. government that this unyielding Communist 

ideology was at the heart of StaUn's approach to the U.S. and the West (Kissinger, 1994). 

In 1947, Kennan was appointed director of the State Department poUcy's 

planning staff. During that year he wrote an article for Foreign Afifairs Magazine under 

the pseudonym of "X." This now infamous article introduced the policy of 

"containment" of Communism to the American public (Stephanson, 1991). In recalUng 

the driving force behind the "X" article Kennan states, "The main purpose of my own 'X' 

article. . . was to assure these people that even though it was impossibie to coUaborate 

very extensively with Moscow, this did not mean that it was impossible to live without 

catastrophe in the same world with the Soviet Union" (Kennan & Lukacs, 1995, p. 57). 

In an interview with U.S. News and Worid Report. March 11, 1996 Kennan 

explained this theory: 

Containment. When I came back from Moscow [after World War II], I vvas 
appalled at the reaction when I told people that my view of Soviet leadership was 
not veiy favorable: Their faces fell and many of them said, ''Ah, we see now: 
CoUaboration is not possible, so therefore another war with Russia is inevitable." 
Well, I didn't believe this at all. Yes, I wanted to say this regime that exists in 
Moscow is stiU StaUn's . . . Yes these people represent a very serious problem for 
us - but one that could be dealt with by means of a short war. It was in this sense 
that I spoke of "contairmient." But it was interpreted much more as though I had 
meant a military threat, that the Russians wanted to attack Western Europe. This 
fear was exaggerated. Their troops were exhausted, their supplies were 
exhausted, their country had been destroyed. They were in no position to start a 
war. (Trimble, 1996, p. 41) 

Although Kerman did not see Russia as a military threat, he did see an 

ideological-political threat. Many countries were suffering, particularly in Europe and 

Japan. These countries were highly vulnerable to the pressure and enticements of 

Communist minorities in their midst (Kerman, 1947). At the time, the world Communist 
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movement was united and disciplined under control of the StaUn Regime in Moscow 

Kennan was fiUed with suspicion for Stalin and his coUeague, describing them as " 

more sinister, more cruel, more devious, more cynically contemptuous to us- than 

anything . ." (Kennan, 1987, p. 887). 

In the "X' article, Kennan argued that .Americans should not make any more 

unnecessary concessions to the Russian govemment, to make it clear that the U.S. would 

not allow the Soviets to establish any dominant influence in Europe or Japan (Kennan, 

1947). Kennan recalls, "When we have stabilized the situation in this way, then perhaps 

we wiU be able to talk with [the Russians] about some sort of general political and 

military disengagement in Europe and the Far East- not before- This to my mind, was 

what was meant by the thought of 'containing communism' in 1946" (Kennan, 1987, p. 

888). 

From 1945-1946, the escalating tensions between East and West seemed 

uncontroUable. The Containment theory was not only interpreted by American 

government ofificials, but had been given to the American public. Many .Ajnericans could 

not comprehend or grasp the entire theoiy, and unfortunately altered the theory to support 

biases and fears already in place and accepted. The expectation of another war seemed 

imminent. This "exaggerated fear" (Trimble, 1996, p. 41), as previously stated by 

Keiman, was to prime the American people for the fliU onset of the Cold War. The 

situation between Russia and the U.S. was stiU fragUe and volatile, and the fear created 

by this atmosphere started an inescapable chain of events that would present Kermedy, 

two decades later, some of the most difihcult foreign policy questions posed to an 

administration. 
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Truman Doctrine: 1947 

The British Embassy informed the U.S. State Department ofificials, in February of 

1947, that Great Britain could no longer provide fmancial aid to the governments of 

Greece and Turkey. American poUcymakers had been observing with interest the rise of 

the Communist-led rebellion known as the National Liberation Front, in Greece. Without 

fmancial stability, the weak govenmients faced Soviet pressure to yield control of 

government, as well as strategic water routes. When Britain announced that it would 

withdraw aid from Greece and Turkey, the responsibility was passed on to the United 

States. 

In a meeting between Congressmen and state department ofificials, Undersecretary 

of State Dean Acheson shared with congress an idea that would become known as the 

Domino theory. He stated that more was at stake than Greece and Turkey, if those two 

key states should fall, Communism would likely spread. Truman asked for $400 miUion 

in military and economic assistance for these countries. The legislators agreed to endorse 

the program on the condition that President Truman stress the severity of the crisis in an 

address to Congress and in a radio broadcast to the American people. President 

Truman's address before a joint session of congress on March 12, 1947 would continue 

to shape Cold War policies, stating that, "I believe that it must be the policy of the 

United States to support free peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed 

minorities or by outside pressures" (Truman, 1947, n.p.). 

Once the Truman Doctrine was accepted by the American people, the severity of 

the situation was established, and the reality of the Cold War was beginning its 

assimilation into the American experience. Although some stiU believed that the threat of 



Communism was social, the placing of American military in Europe was clearly an 

aggressive choice that had little to do with benign philosophical issues. There was no 

turning back from the Cold War, little could be done at this point to control or contain 

relations with the Russians. 

TheRedScare: 1948-1958 

The building anti-Communist sentiment was overwhelming by the late 1940's, 

with the Containment theory and Truman Doctrine igniting fears and biases. The threat of 

Communism was seen not only in political ideologies, but became part of American pop-

culture through film, plays and radio programs (Rubin, 2001). Once this danger was 

understood, the desire to expose any Communist threat became paramount to what many 

viewed as national security. With phases like "Better dead than Red," entrenched in 

.American culture, loyalty to democracy was protectively kept in check. President Truman 

v\as the first to establish loyalty standards. 

Truman's 1948 executive order, establishing The Federal Employee Loyalty 

Program, was the first governmental promulgation of the Red Scare. The Loyalty 

Program enabled the FBI to investigate 2 milUon federal employees in 1948 (4.5 miUion 

name checks made between 1948-1958). If compromising information was found, a fiiU 

field investigation was made and resuhs given to 150 loyalty boards. Emplovees could 

be fired if there was reasonable doubt of loyalty. There was no appeal beyond the loyalty 

boards for those who were convicted and no permission to confront a "confidential 

informant" (Zubok, 1995, p. 469). 
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Senator Joseph McCarthy became one of the top investigators of Communist 

activity, along with J. Edgar Hoover. This era, known as McCarthyism, lasted from the 

late 1940s to the late 1950s. The public became overwhelmed with the hysteria that was 

created by the Red Scare. This became a time of secret informants and a frightened, 

distrustful culture. During this time, anti-Soviet propaganda flooded the .Ajnerican 

market, with articles in popular magazines to explain, "How to identify an American 

Communisf' (Cherne, 1947), and books to support Anti-communist action, (Bouscaren, 

1953). All of this literature was designed to make Americans aware of Communist 

infUtration. 

In 1948, the FBI issued indictments against 11 leaders of the American 

Communist Party led by William Z. Foster. Their crime, as defined by the Smith Act of 

1940, was belonging to an organization that advocated the violent overthrow of the 

government. This was the first attack on the legality of the Communist party itself, 

iilegaiity of the party was afifirmed in 1950 by the McCarran Act and convictions were 

upheld in 1951 by the Supreme Court in Dennis v. U.S. (Patterson, 1998). With the idea 

firmly planted in the American conscience by the federal court system that Communism 

was iUegal, the question of communism being morally reprehensible was an automatic 

assumption. 

McCarthy continued to press for harsh treatment of Communists and Communist 

supporters for the next few years. As chairperson of the Permanent Investigations Sub-

Committee of the Senate Committee on Govemment Operations, he investigated the State 

Department's information program, and its overseas libraries, which included books by 
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people McCarthy considered Communists. Forty books were removed and some books 

were burned. 

In the spring of 1954, McCarthy began hearings to investigate supposed traitors in 

the military. When he began attacking generals for not being hard enough on suspected 

Communists, he antagonized Republicans as well as Democrats, and in December 1954, 

the Senate voted overwhelmingly to censure him for "conduct . .unbecoming a Member 

of the United States Senate" (Zinn, 1980, p. 128). 

At the very time the Senate was censuring McCarthy, Congress was putting 

throu2h a whole series of anti-Communist biUs. Leaislators in the ^overnment were 

acting to exclude, persecute, fire, and even imprison Communists. It was just that 

McCarthy had gone too far, attacking not only Commumsts but also liberals. For 

instance, Lyndon Johnson, as Senate minority leader, worked not only to pass the censure 

resolution on McCarthy but also to keep it within the narrow bounds of "conduct 

unbecoming a Member of the United States Senate" rather than questioning McCarthy's 

anti-Communism. John F. Keimedy was cautious on the issue and did not speak out 

against McCarthy Kennedy was absent when the censure vote was taken and never said 

how he would have voted. McCarthy's insistence that Communism had won in China 

because of the soft approach by the American govemment was close to Kennedy's own 

view(Zinn, 1980). 

Dwight D. Eisenhower came to ofifice in 1953, bringing to the Presidency his 

prestige as commanding general of the victorious forces in Europe during World War II. 

He worked incessantly during his two terms to ease the tensions of the Cold War. Nikita 

Khrushchev rose to power in Russia in 1953. With Eisenhower and Khrushchev in 
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power, a possible thaw was predicted for the Cold War. This Soviet leader, ahhough stiU 

seen as a threat, had not been as demonized, as Stalin had been, by the American press. 

Perhaps, this new leadership started to shift some of the negative sentiment over the Red 

Scare movement. 

The first candid and open conversation, concerning relations, that American and 

Russian leaders shared was in 1959, the "kitchen" debate. This debate took place 

between Vice President Richard Nixon and Nikita Khrushchev during Nixon's three week 

visit to Moscow. It is called the "kitchen" debate because of a well-publicized exchange 

of heated words at the model kitchen exhibit of the U.S. Trade and Cultural Fair in 

Sokolniki Park (Apple. 1990). However, this exchange was only one episode in a series 

of spontaneous exchanges that began on the moming of Nixon's first visit with 

Khmshchev and lasted during his entire tour of the U.S. Fair. 

Khmshchev entered American/Russian relations during a time of increasing 

tension in the Cold War. It was impossible for an accurate prediction of how this leader 

would impact the Cold War. Whether Khmshchev would influence the Cold War politics 

for good or bad, only time would teU. Khmshchev's new poUcies were uncertain but, 

uncertainty seemed more appealing then the heavy handed politics that preceded him 

under the direction of Joseph Stalin. Khmshchev's polifical strategies would dififer from 

Stalin, especially considering the technology and scientific advances that had been made, 

and that would be reached during his term in ofifice. Two events under the Khmshchev 

administration would alter the course of relations, starting with Sputnik in 1957 and 

ending with the U-2 afifair in 1960. 
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The Space Race and the Cold War: 1957-1960 

On October 4, 1957, when the Soviet Union successfijlly launched Sputnik I, the 

course of the Cold War had again been aUered. The worid's first artificial satellite was 

about the size of a basketbaU, weighed only 183 pounds, and took about 98 minutes to 

orbit the Earth on its elliptical path (Launius, 2001). That launch ushered in new political, 

military, technological, and scientific developments. While the Sputnik launch was a 

single event, it marked the start of the space age and the U.S.- Russian space race. 

Sputnik caught the worid's attention and the American public ofif-guard. The 

public feared that the Soviets' ability to launch satellites also translated into the capabilitv 

to launch ballistic missiles that could carry nuclear weapons from Europe to the U.S. 

Then the Soviets stmck again; on November 3, 1957, Sputnik II was launched, carrying a 

much heavier payload as well as a dog (Launius, 2001). 

Immediately after the Sputnik I launch, the U.S. Defense Department responded 

to the political fliror by approving flmding for another U.S. satellite project. On January 

31, 1958, the tide changed, when the United States successfijUy launched Explorer I. 

This technological pursuit of missiles, sateUites, and rockets between the two countries 

ignited another burst of fear. The immense impact the Space Race had on the Cold War is 

cannot be overstated, during these years the threat of Communism came to fmition when 

nuclear and biological warfare now appeared to be a tangible threat to .Ajnericans on 

American soil. 

This technological and military confrontation between the United States and the 

Soviet Union reached a head in 1960 with the shooting down of a U.S. U-2 

reconnaissance plane over the Soviet Union. The U2 afifair caused the coUapse of a 
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summit conference in Paris between the U.S., the Soviet Union, Great Britain, and 

France. The Soviet premier Khmshchev told a Russian newspaper that an American spy 

plane had been shot down on May 1, referring to the flight as an aggressive act by the 

United States (Beschloss, 1986). The U-2 afifair of 1960 was the last major setback of 

U.S.-Russian relations during the Eisenhower administration. 

From 1945 to 1960, many shaping events created the climate that Kennedy would 

step into. The development of the Containment Theory, the Tmman Doctrine, the Red 

Scare and the Space Race were aU determining events that created an uncertainty in the 

global fijture of East and West relations. It is essential to understand what Kennedy's 

audience was experiencing in the early 1960s and where they had traveled emotionally 

and politically over the preceding 18 years. Awareness of this mindset and the American 

thought process will allow for a rich analysis of Kennedy's speeches. 

John F Kennedy Historical Perspectives 

With a firm understanding of the Cold War and its origins, it will become 

necessary to explore Kennedy and the influences that drew him to the pursuit of 

American foreign poUcy. This section wiU also examine the foreign policy and events 

between Russia and the U.S from 1961-1963 This wiU lay the groundwork for an 

introduction to Kennedy's speeches. 

John F. Kennedy: Early Career 

Bom on May 29, 1917, in Brookline, Massachusetts, John Fitzgerald Kennedy 

grew up in a family defined by wealth, Catholicism, and Democratic politics. Kennedy's 
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father, Joseph Kennedy Sr., had made a fortune on Wall Street, and he drove his nine 

children to attain success. Joseph's wife Rose was driven to maintain the Kennedy image 

(Fairlie, 1973). 

From the very beginning, Kennedy sufifered frequent iUness. At the age of two, he 

nearly died from scarlet fever. He enjoyed sports, but he seemed to prefer reading. He 

possessed a keen intelligence, a gift for creative wit, and a buoyant charm (Bradlee, 

1964). Educated at private schools, Kennedy was disinterested in academic achievement, 

he seemed to entice troublemakers and was labeled as a disciplinary problem. He 

consistently earned mediocre grades. Reckless and rebelUous, he made a distinctly 

negative impression on the faculty (Schlesinger, 1965). 

When Kennedy was 18 he left for Princeton. But within weeks a health problem 

ended his enroUment. The problem was Addison's disease, causing weakness, weight 

loss, blood problems, and gastrointestinal distress. Addison's disease tormented Kennedy 

for decades before it was successfliUy diagnosed. However, this relapse only lasted a 

matter of months. He returned to coUege, this time at Harvard, where the Kennedy name 

had already made a mark (Horowitz & Collier, 1984). 

Kennedy arrived at Harvard in the fall of 1936. He was instantly involved in the 

social scene. FIis class work and academics did not command his priority of time and 

efifort. The overshadowed academics did not gain serious attention until a tour of Europe 

foUowing his freshman year. At that time he began to show an interest in international 

politics. He visited Mussolini's Italy and Hitler's Germany (Lowe, 1961). 

Two years later, Kennedy traveled to France, Poland, Latvia, Turkey, Palestine, 

Russia, and Gennany. He wrote long, detailed letters to his father about the trouble 
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between Germany and Poland, life in Communist Russia, and the Zionist movement in 

Palestine. By early 1940, Kennedy started his last semester at Harvard, most of Europe 

had been cmshed by the Nazi war machine, and Britain lay under siege. Kermedy's 

father, an ambassador at the time, faced harsh public criticism for his public claim that 

Britain would be destroyed by the Nazis. But, Kennedy had his own ideas about 

England's response to Hitler's rise to power, and he developed them in his Harvard senior 

thesis (Lowe, 1961). 

In his thesis, Kennedy argued that it was the isolationist character of the British 

population as a whole, and not Britain's political leadership, that had led to Hitler's 

appeasement. This isolationist tendency, compounded by the slow nature of democracy, 

had delayed the buildup of Britain's military and allowed Hitler to gain the upper hand. 

Kennedy's thesis was published and promoted by Joseph Kennedy, Sr. Why England 

Slept became a national bestseller (Fairlie, 1973). 

Why England Slept demonstrated that Kennedy was capable of organized, 

purposefijl direction. Kennedy was able to grasp the gravity of interaational politics and 

present his philosophies and ideologies in an intellectual and pervasive style, this was a 

major step in his political development. However, it would be World War II that would 

be the springboard to a full time political career. 

Kennedy joined the Navy in the faU of 1941. Two years later, he became an 

American hero. As commander of a motor torpedo boat, PT 109, he had kept his men 

safe behind enemy Unes after the boat was rammed and sunk by a Japanese vessel. The 

incident made him famous. In 1946, at the urging of his father, Kennedy used his hero 

status to gain a Massachusetts Congressional seat. Keimedy's father was tenacious in 
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promoting his son in the national poUtical arena. He called in numerous poUtical debts 

and pumped thousands upon thousands of doUars into his son's campaign (White, 1964). 

Although Kennedy disliked campaigning and his back problems were severe, he 

worked hard, and his charisma propeUed him to the U.S. Congress. Once in Washington, 

Congressman Kennedy became prominent in many social circles. At work in the House 

of Representatives, he supported the kind of liberal domestic programs that were 

important in his working-class district at home, but foreign poUcy remained his tme 

interest (Bradlee, 1964). 

In 1952, with the support of his father, Kennedy won a seat in the Senate. 

Containing the Communists abroad became the focus of his career. Kennedy believed 

that offering young nations freedom and developmental aid could stop the spread of 

Communism. 

.AJthough Kennedy had been poised and prepared to be a leader both nationally 

and internationally. He stiU lacked one primary element. Jacqueline Bouvier gave him the 

elegance and sophistication he lacked. They married on September 12, 1953 During the 

first years of their marriage in 1955, while recuperating from a back operation, he wrote 

Profiles in Courage. and won the Pulitzer Prize in history (Reeves. 1993). 

In April 1954, Kennedy addressed his fellow senators on the situation in 

Indochina. He explained that it was not surprising that the French had failed to control a 

Communist uprising there. In order to resist Communism, the people of Indochina needed 

not more weapons, but the freedom to govem themselves (Lowe, 1961). Kennedy's 

passion for intemational politics was taken seriously, and his opinion was respected by 

many in Washington. 
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In 1960, Kennedy gained the Democratic Party's nomination for President. During 

the televised presidential debates, poUtical analysts expected to see an inexperienced 

Kennedy succumb to the two-term vice president, Richard Nixon. However, Kennedy 

managed to project an image of authority. The Gallup Poll projected Kennedy at 51 

percent and Nixon at 43 percent, and on Election Day 1960, Kennedy won the 

presidency by a slender margin (Beschloss, 2000). 

Presidency of Imagery• 1961 -1963 

This Presidency would be unlike any other before. With America craving sound 

bites and images, Kennedy would be more than happy to supply them with his brand of 

Americana. A skiUful media manipulator, the new president used television to present a 

carefuUy constmcted public image to Americans. He was seen as vigorous, healthy, a 

dedicated husband, a giant among men. In actuality the images portrayed a fabricated 

reality, this however it did not matter. Americans viewed images of domestic harmony 

and regal splendor, and they believed what they saw (Lincoln,1965). 

The first international surprise of Kennedy's administration happened only a few 

months after his inauguration, in April 1961. A force of anti-Castro Cubans, trained and 

directed by the C.I.A., faUed in an attempt to establish a beachhead in Cuba at the Bay of 

Pigs (WilUams,1972). The invasion had been planned before Kennedy took ofifice, and 

he allowed it to proceed, however he Umited the degree of American support. The Cuban 

fiasco, for which Kennedy accepted sole responsibility, was an incredible hindrance for 

the new administration. It resulted in criticism and anti-American feelings abroad. 
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However, in the United States, leaders of both parties showed support for the new 

president. 

From the late spring of 1961 until the late fall of 1962, Kennedy was troubled 

with the U.S.'s poor relations with Russia. Kennedy wanted to have an open dialogue 

with Khmshchev about his concerns. However, a confrontation began on the question of 

Beriin, when in June 1961 the president spent two days in Vienna discussing that major 

issue with the Soviet leader. For some time Khmshchev had threatened to sign a peace 

treaty with the East German government that would give Russia control over access 

routes to Beriin. Kennedy reported, upon his return to the United States, that the talks 

were somber: 

I made it clear to Mr. Khmshchev that the security of Western Europe, and 
therefore our own security, are deeply involved in our presence and our access 
rights to West Berlin; that those rights are based on law and not on sufiferance, 
and that we are determined to maintain those rights at any risk and thus meet our 
obUgation to the people of West Berlin, and their right to choose their own fiiture. 
(Freidel, 2000, n.p.) 

Again, Kennedy saw the importance of imagery in this international afifair. His 

desire to represent the U.S. as determined and firm in the Beriin issue was evident. In the 

months that foUowed, the crisis over Berlin was intensified by Communist constmction 

of a wall that prevented East Berliners from fleeing to the West. However, Khmshchev 

did not sign a peace treaty with East Germany, so the crisis subsided. 

Images crafted by the administration showed Kennedy in moments of bliss and 

glory. It showed him in moments of danger and uncertainty as well. On October 16, 

1962, US reconnaissance flights discovered Soviet missile-launching facilities in Cuba 

From these bases a nuclear attack could be launched on much of the United States and the 
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Western Hemisphere. Kennedy faced the greatest challenge of his presidency. Never 

before had so many Americans seen their president at such a dangerous moment. In a 

dramatic radio and television address on October 22, President Kennedy announced a 

United States naval and air quarantine on all ofifensive weapons bound for Cuba. 

Kennedy took pains to show resolve he knew that not only Americans, but the Soviets, 

were watching. Kennedy expressed American determination in these words; 

This secret, swift and extraordinary build-up of Communist missiles-in an area 
well known to have a special and historical relationship to the United States and 
the nations of the Western Hemisphere~is a deliberately provocative and 
unjustified change in the status quo which cannot be accepted by this country, if 
our courage and our commitments are ever again to be tmsted by either friend or 
foe. (Kennedy,1962b, n.p.) 

For a week, the U.S and the worid waited as the threat of nuclear war seemed 

immanent. The tension was relieved somewhat when ships carr\ing arms, bound for 

Cuba, returned to Soviet ports. This was the first time that the two superpowers had come 

so close to starting a nuclear war. In a peculiar way, the realization of this fact, made 

them more appeasing towards each other. Secretary of State (David) Dean Rusk said, 

"We're eyeball to eyebaU and I think the other fellow just blinked" (Bmgioni, 1991, p. 3). 

Then, on October 28, after an exchange of notes between President Kennedy and 

Premier Khmshchev, it was announced that the Soviet Union would dismantle and 

withdraw its ofifensive weapons in Cuba. When this was agreed upon the United States 

ended its quarantine, and the crisis came to an end. During the missile confrontation, 

Kennedy received widespread international support, and later was credited with having 

achieved a turning point favorable to the West in the Cold War. By declaring his 
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uhimatum over the airwaves, Kennedy had shown the power of television as a diplomatic 

weapon (Reeves, 1991). 

The nuclear test ban treaty was another area of international tension during the 

Kennedy administration. Kennedy responded quickly to the Soviet Union's sudden 

resumption of nuclear tests in September 1961. He urged Khmshchev to join with the 

United States and Great Britain in an agreement not to conduct tests in the atmosphere. 

When Khmshchev did not accept the ofifer, Kennedy ordered the resumption of 

underground tests. In March 1962, intelligence was obtained by the U.S. that showed 

nuclear advances that had been made by the Soviets. Based on this knowledge, Kennedy 

reluctantly ordered new atmospheric tests (LeFeber, 1992). 

Ironically enough, the question of nuclear testing offered President Kennedy one 

of his greatest opportunities in easing cold war tensions. On August 5, 1963, after lengthy 

negotiations, the United States, Britain, and the Soviet Union signed a limited nuclear 

test-ban treaty, forbidding atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons (Bernstein, 1991). 

This treaty, which subsequently was signed by most other nations of the world, marked 

the first limitation of arms expansion since the Cold War began. In October, the same 

three powers agreed to refrain from placing nuclear weapons in outer space. Kennedy's 

wilUngness to negotiate with the Soviets began to ofifer some tangible benefits. 

On a global scale, Kennedy was not simply an advocate of democracy In the 

sense that Kennedy wanted to teach fledgling nations correct principles of democracy and 

allow them to govem themselves, he felt that humanitarian aid should be ofifered in the 

same spirit. In March of 1961, Kennedy estabUshed the Peace Corps. This endeavor was 

to promote and ofifer aid to developing countries, through encouraging young Americans 
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to contribute their skiUs and knowledge for two years abroad. Again, he managed to 

create an image. This program was personally important to him, and stili today the words 

"Peace Corps" conjures images of young men and women who want to change the worid 

and a create a better place. 

Maintaining strong relations with Europe became flindamental to Kennedy's 

foreign policy. He emphasized that the United States must act in cooperation with a 

strong and united Western Europe in order to control the Communist threat. On Julv 4, 

1962; he asserted, "Acting on our ov/n, by ourselves, we cannot establish justice 

throughout the worid. But joined with other free nations, we can ... assist the developing 

nations to throw ofif the voke of poverty" (Kennedy, 1962a, n.p.). 

Kennedy's plans for a strong, united Europe working in cooperation with the 

United States were largely fmstrated by French President Charles de GauUe (Freidel, 

2000). In defense programs, de Gaulle increasingly assumed positions independent of the 

United States, threatening the cohesiveness of NATO In the economic sphere. de GauUe 

vetoed Britain's entry into the Common Market, mining prospects for freer trade among 

the member nations of the Western alliance. Assisting Western Europe to become strong 

and independent turned into an unexpected double edge sword with France's lack of 

cooperation to the U.S. agenda. 

From January, 1961, through November, 1963, President Kennedy was faced 

with some of America's most difficult foreign policy questions. He was confronted with 

living in a post World War II political arena, the Bay of Pigs Invasion, the Cuban Missile 

Crisis, the conflict in East and West Berlin and the growing threat of Nuclear War 
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between the Russian and American armies. There is Uttle doubt that the Cold War was a 

somber time in this modern era of foreign policy. 

With a grasp of the Cold War, the 1960s American culture, and a knowiedge of 

Kennedy's challenges and choices before and during his Presidency, it wiU provide a 

foundation to understand the context for his foreign policy speeches. 

Presidential Policy: Academic Perspectives 

Presidential rhetoric has long been a popular area of study The material on 

presidential communication is so voluminous that many institutions ofifer courses in 

presidential rhetoric. Presidential speeches (e.g., inaugurals, crisis addresses, and policy 

defenses) and other presidential communication can be, and has been, studied in various 

combinations. For example, Hart (1984) ofifers a detaUed description of the linguistic 

features of presidential speeches to support psychological profiles of presidents The 

study of presidents as orators is worthy of pursuit (Smith, 1992, Powers, 1995). 

Public address has long provided U.S. presidents with a springboard to introduce 

American foreign poUcy. During Kennedy's time in ofifice, there was a barrage of foreign 

policy nightmares, with the failed Bay of Pigs invasion, the Cuban missile crisis, as well 

as searching for common ground on the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. Because Kennedy's 

speeches were written to address the American people as weU as foreign heads of state, 

they ofifer a dynamic artifact to explore foreign policy. 

Studying language is essential to understanding politics (Edelman, 1985). It has 

been argued that language and the response to it is what measures political potency, and 

people who share the same role (e.g., President of the United States) leam to respond in 
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the same fashion as those who shared the same role. Presidents can look to what past 

presidents have said and project an outcome for themselves if they employ the same 

language choices. 

Political language and policy can be complex, abstract, or difficult to understand. 

However, through the conscious and exact use of language new political ideas can be 

shared. Political language shapes the perception of politics. it is the vehicle for 

expressing and creating policy 

More specific to the Cold War era, the study of presidential speeches has ofifered 

insight into the way Americans perceive nuclear war (Taylor, 1993) From presidents 

Roosevelt to Reagan speeches have been constmcted to reflect the time's interpretation of 

the Cold War and make projections for the fiiture. The Kennedy administration was no 

dififerent. 

Data Selection: Kennedv's Foreign Policy Speeches 

This thesis wiU explore six American foreign policy speeches (see Appendix A-F) 

given by Kennedv, that directly addressed Cold War relations with Russia. During 

Keimedv's three years in ofifice, he negotiated many foreign policy changes and was 

responsible for creating a new perspective of the Cold War. This thesis seeks to explore 

the spectmm of public addressed dealing with his response to Communist nations" 

foreign poUcy, as weU as his creation of American policy The foUowing \\i\\ detail each 

speech's history, the political events that transpired during it's deliverv', and give an basic 

introduction. 
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Inaugural Address: Washington, D.C., January 20, 1961 

This speech has been hailed as one for the most dynamic and prominent inaugural 

addresses given. Poet Cari Sanburg noted, "Around neariy every sentence could be 

written a thesis, so packed it is with implications" (Payson, 1999, n. p). This speech was 

written by Kennedy's chief speech writer, Ted Sorenson. Kennedy gave Sorenson 

specific instmctions, to keep it short, focused on foreign afifairs, and that it should set the 

tone for a new era. Sorenson also studied Lincoln's Gettysburg address in order to use it 

as a guide. Sorenson discovered the use of rapid repetition of one syllable words, 

consequently 71% of Kennedy's inaugural was comprised of one syllable words. 

(Payson, 1995). 

Address before the American Society of Newspaper Editors: 
Washington, D C, April 20, 1961 

The Eisenhower administration planned the Bay of Pigs attack before Kennedy 

was ever in ofifice. After some hesitation, Kennedy allowed it to go forward. .-\t first. the 

State Department denied any direct links to the invasion. The fact of the .American role 

did not become public until a few days after the invasion (Lincoln, 1965). During this 

speech, Kennedy assumed fijU responsibility for what he admitted was a mistake. He had 

only been in ofifice a few months and stiU had his agenda to establish, regardless of the 

previous administration. He refijsed to negotiate a settlement of America's dififerences 

with the Castro regime. 
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Radio and Television Report to the American People 
On the Soviet Arms Buildup in Cuba: The White House, October 22, 1962 

The Cuban missile crisis was ignited by the Soviet Union's secret build up of 

missiles in Cuba. On October 16, Kennedy was shown reconnaissance photographs of 

Soviet missile installations under constmction in Cuba. After seven days of intense 

debate, Kermedy spoke out in a radio and televised address. In a speech of extraordinary 

gravity, he told the American people that the Soviet Union, contrary to promises, was 

building ofifensive missile in Cuba. Kennedy used language that was uncharacteristically 

blunt (Nevv York Times, 1962). Kennedy read the 18 minute address rapidly, with little 

emotion. When he reached the end of his address his tone soften, he warned Americans 

of the dangers ahead. 

Commencement Address at American University 
Washington, D.C., June 10, 1963 

This commencement address was given eight months after the life-altering 

experience of the Cuban Missile Crisis, it had given the president perspective. The 

Nuclear Test-ban treaty was in the process of negotiations, and the countr>' was exhausted 

from years of Cold War rhetoric. This speech was hailed as an important step in U.S.-

Russian relations. Soviet diplomats were in attendance. The speech made headlines 

across the world. It was the first U.S. speech broadcast by the Voice of .Ajnerica, into 

Eastern Europe, that was not jammed by Soviet authorities. The speech was also carried 

in its fuU text in Russian newspapers (Payson, 1995). His topic of world peace was the 

very essence of what the world was thirsting for. 
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Remarks in the Rudolph Wilde Platz: West Beriin, June 26, 1963 

This speech that has become known as "The Berlin Wall speech" or "Ich bin ein 

Berliner." Shortly after Kennedy's American University speech he embarked on a 12-day 

European tour. The European people where ver\' welcoming and supportive of the 

Kennedy visit, parades and fijnctions were attended in record numbers. Kennedy was to 

deliver a speech in Berlin, he had written a speech that recounted the history of the Berlin 

airlift in great detail. Upon asking an American general for advice, the general responded, 

"It's terrible. Liven it up or the audience will fall asleep" (Payson, 1995, n. p). On the 

flight to Berlin Kennedy decided to aker the speech, he changed the theme to the Roman 

saying "c/v/.v Romanus siim," (I am a Roman). Kennedy applied this proud saying to the 

Germans. I am a Berliner. It took Kennedy an hour to master the line "Ich bin ein 

Berliner.' When Kennedy arrived in Berlin, he was greeted by the largest crowd he had 

ever spoken to, over one miUion people. This speech seemed to have forgotten the theme 

of world peace he expressed just two weeks earlier in his American Universitv speech. 

At the end of Kennedy's speech crowd were nearly rioting and the mayor of Berlin put 

troops on alert to stop crowd from lunging at the wall. 

Radio and Television Address to the .American People on the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty: 

The White House, July 26, 1963 

On July 15, 1963, U.S., British, and Soviet negotiators met in Moscow to tr\' to 

create an agreement on a comprehensive test ban. Because of disagreements conceming 

inspections, no agreement on a comprehensive ban was reached. Negotiators turned their 

attention to a Umited ban, prohibiting tests in the atmosphere, outer space, and beneath 
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the surface of the seas. On July 25, the Limited Test Ban Treaty was signed by the United 

States, Britain and the Soviet Union, On July 26, 1963, Kennedy addressed the nation on 

the merits of the Treaty and asked for their support in ensuring Senate approval (LeFeber, 

1992). 

This chapter sought to provide some context and insight into the Cold War culture 

of the American pubUc, Kennedy's American foreign policy agendas, and an introduction 

to his speeches and their foreign policy impUcations. Hopefijily, an understanding was 

established to prepare for an exploration of Kennedy's use of imagerv to estabUsh the 

Cold War reality of his administration. 
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CHAPTERIII 

ANALYSIS OF IMAGERY AND METAPHOR 

IN COLD WAR RHETORIC 

A growing general consensus among communication scholars concludes that 

communication plays a central role in both the creation and the dissemination of a group's 

cuhure. The communicative foundations for this point of view were firmly established in 

Berger and Luckman's (1966) theory of The Social Constmction of Reality and have been 

developed in detail by a broad spectmm of scholarship ever since. This Une of research 

may be organized based on how a particular type of message, such as a speech, 

contributes to the constmction and promulgation of a particular aspect of a group's 

cultural beliefs and activities. 

It is clear that the language of political speeches helps create perception and 

reality (Edelman, 1985). Therefore political language used in speeches becomes 

increasingly important. The imagery of Camelot and what Kennedy represented has been 

the object of many rhetorical studies (Brown, 1988; Gmndmann & Lucia, 1992, 

Lampman, 1988; Medhurst, 1993; Vande Berg, 1995;Wicker, 1968). 

Because political reality is negotiated by what a speaker says and what a Ustener 

understands (Edelman, 1985), exploring what imagery and metaphors are used in leaders 

speeches contributes to an understanding of political reality and how that reality was 

formed. Thus, the study of Cold War rhetoric through imagery and metaphor is 

appropriate. Derrida (1984) argues that the constmct of nuclear war is primarily a matter 

of speculation. Therefore, popular narratives shape the public experience of nuclear 
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weapons. Presidential speeches ofifer ideological beliefs about nuclear war that become 

part of a shared experience and a shared understanding of what nuclear war is. 

Kennedy's imagery emphatically played a role in creating American's perception of the 

Cold War and the nuclear arms race. 

Under the Kennedy administration, the U.S. and Russia where closest to nuclear 

war than at any other time in history. This explosive and volatile three years in ofifice 

shaped a generation. Never has three years of an administration shaped the Cold War, as 

the years 1961-1963. Therefore understanding the Kennedy years is significant in 

understanding the Cold War. Accordingly, the questions guiding this study are, ''How do 

Kennedy's foreign policy speeches communicate his philosophies about international 

relations?" and more specifically, "What imagery and metaphor is presented by Kennedy 

to depict these philosophies." 

This chapter lays a foundation for such a study. The work of David Worth (1995) 

offers guidelines to establish this chapter as an exploration of metaphor and imagery. 

First, the idea of metaphor and imagery wiU be addressed. Second, this chapter wiU look 

at how the rhetorical study of presidential imagery has been approached by other 

scholars. Finally, the process of imagery and metaphor as a criticism is explained, along 

with the specific method employed in the study. 

Imagery and Metaphor 

Both literary and rhetorical critics study imagery. If poetic images invite tarrying, 

rhetorical images invite movement. Language utilizes some form of imagery. Most 
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people cannot speak without imagery, because imagery increases the range of things that 

can be said and, more essentially the range of things that can be thought (Hart, 1997). 

One standard category of imagery is metaphor Aristotle (Roberts & Bywater, 

trans., 1984) asserted, "Metaphor is transference of a name from the object to which it 

has a natural application; . . . (metaphors) give cleamess, charm, and distinctive 

style"(Aristotle, 1984, p. 57). A major fijnction of metaphor has been seen as decorative 

languaging. When metaphor is seen as decorative, it can also be regarded as 

extraordinary language rather than ordinary or common. 

An expanded view of metaphor goes beyond the notion of ornate language. It is 

not simply the beautifijl and poetic notion many afifiliate with this language choice. It is 

only through associating what we know and are acquainted vvith to an unfamiliar concept 

that we negotiate our reality. Saussure (1959) posed the question, What is the relationship 

between words and things? He concluded that there is no natural relationship. It is only 

through the human experience we create meaning for the world around us. Metaphor is 

how language creates our reality. 

Many scholars, armed with the basic idea that language creates our reality, have 

explored this intriguing concept. There exists an extensive body of literature on imagery 

and metaphor theory (Black, 1962; Lakofif & Johnson, 1980; Ortony, 1979; Richards, 

1936; Foss, 1996). Underlying this theory is the assumption that it is difificuk to know 

reality in an objective way. We do not stand apart from the world and perceive reality 

and then interpret it or give it meaning. Instead, we know reality through the language by 

which we describe it. Reality is created through the use of these images. 
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To develop an understanding of imagery and metaphor, it becomes important to 

be acquainted with terms associated with the rhetorical pursuit of imagery and metaphor. 

I.A. Richards (1936) contributed the terminology that many scholars use to understand 

language. Richards proposes two terms to enable metaphor to be analyzed. First: Tenor 

is the term he uses to refer to the principal subject of a metaphor, the concept that needs 

to be defined. Second: Vehicle is the borrowed idea or what the tenor resembles. A 

political example of metaphor would be when General Schwarzkopf characterized the 

"occupation" of Kuwait as a "rape" that was ongoing, the ''occupation" is the tenor and 

""rape" is the vehicle. Through the application of the tenor and vehicle to metaphor, 

language can be simplified. The result wiU be an understanding of how reality is created. 

The two terms of metaphor established by Richards (vehicle and tenor) have been 

modified by others scholars. For example, Black (1962) has adapted them to "principle" 

and "subsidiary," while others have even turned to Saussure's stmcturalist distinction 

between "signifier" and "signified." Smith and Turner (1995) utilize the terms "figure'' 

and "ground." They give the example of "time" understood in terms of, or grounded by, 

"money" hence the metaphor "time is money." However, whatever terms are given it is 

clear that one word is defined by the application of another. 

However, this relationship between tenor, vehicle and reality is not static. Derrida 

(1982) explains the dynamic relationship between reality and imagery in this way, 

"[Metaphor and imagery] have the complex stmcture of a weaving, an interlacing which 

permits the dififerent threads and dififerent lines of meaning. . . to go ofif again in different 

directions, just as it is always ready to tie itself up with others" (Derrida, 1982, p. 3). 

Imagery is ever-changing, hence, reality is ever-changing. The notion of shared meaning 
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is just that, shared. Just as one strand cannot create a tapestry, we must share our images 

with others to create a larger and more encompassing reality. 

Lakoff and Johnson (1981) have found that metaphor is a wonderftjl means to 

study culture. They found that, ". . .since metaphorical expressions in our language are 

tied to metaphorical concepts . . . we can use metaphorical linguistic expressions to study 

the nature of metaphorical concepts and to gain an understanding of the metaphorical 

nature of our activities" (Lakofif & Johnson, 1981, p. 290). In a simplistic sense, if 

metaphor is the nature of our communication, metaphorical analysis wiU ofifer insight 

into that communication. 

Ernesto Grassi's exploration into metaphor leads to deeper insights into language. 

Grassi believes that metaphor is the most important figure of speech because it embodies 

the notion of transfer and movement from the inward personal space to extemal domain. 

How else can personal meaning that is felt and understood by an individual be shared 

outside the individual? It is only through imagery that we help others understand our 

frame of reference. Metaphors allow humans to make connections between the world of 

nature and the human realm (Foss, Foss, & Trapp, 1991). 

Metaphor also allows for philosophizing and theorizing. When looking to abstract 

concepts one is required to make connections and see similarities between the original 

impulse (tenor) and the argument used to extend that impulse (vehicle) into a formal 

system of reasoning. Understanding is controUed by perception. The use of metaphor in 

language ofifers control and a way to interpret the world, if the tenor is grounded by 

vehicle that is shared by those communicating. 
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Metaphor in Presidential Communication 

Hart (1984) ofifers the idea that not only poUtical communication is relevant, but 

more specifically presidential communication is important. Through understanding 

speeches given by presidents and the linguistic features they employ, psychological 

profiles can be developed. Imagery has been employed by many U.S. presidents over the 

last 225 years. The rhetorical study of that imagery ofifers boundless example. 

James Madison, the fourth president of the United States (1809-1817), used 

imagery During the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries scientific and related 

medical images (scalpel, disease, medicine, experiment, etc.) were common metaphors 

employed by enlightened Americans. Assessing the health of the young nation, James 

Madison employed the imager>' of afíliction and cure. 

.According to Madison, "the instability, injustice. and conflision introduced into 

the public councils have, in tmth, been the mortal diseases under which popular 

governments have everywhere perished" (Jasinski, 1992, p.l97). Of these three 

"diseases," Madison was most concerned with injustice. Madison explained the severity 

of the problem: "Injustice betrays a defect stiU more alairning because it brings more 

into question the fundamental principle of republican govemment, that the majority who 

mle in such govemments are the safest guardians both of public good and private rights." 

(Jasinski, 1992, p.l98). ReUance on scientific imagery not only aUowed Federalists to 

craft a public persona that matched their model of judgment, it also proved to be an 

efifective mode of appeal. 

Presidents have also been critiqued for their use of poor or inefifective imagery in 

pubUc address. Herbert Hoover, thirty-first president of the United States (1929-33), 
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used less efifective imagery in his inaugural address, by simply teUing his listeners that 

economic recovery was "just around the corner," and asking them to "endure" their 

sufifering passively, with the assurance that they would be rewarded in the hereafter 

(Daughton, 1993). When compared to other presidential speaking styles and use of 

imagery, Hoover made poor choices. 

President Franklin Rooseveh, thirty-second president of the United States (1933-

45), used both military and religious metaphors in his inaugural. Through the military 

metaphors Rooseveh used, he asked his listeners to prepare themselves for an ordeal, 

rather than promising a quick end to their economic sufifering, as Hoover had done. 

Roosevelt told them that they could, and indeed, must, take an active role in solving the 

crisis. By asking his audience to work harder with him, Rooseveh granted them a sense 

of control over events in their lives, and led them in visualizing movement toward the 

ukimate goal, an easing of the economic crisis (Daughton, 1993). 

Roosevelt's most strident use of military metaphor occurred mid-way through his 

inaugural speech, where it worked in conjunction with religious metaphor, establishing 

the moral righteousness for involvement in World War II (Daughton, 1993). Roosevelt 

presented himself as both priest and prophet, one who could see both the conscience of 

the nation and its íliture, implying that Americans would survive by foUowing his lead 

and by virtue of their commitment to the national faith; to put the statement in military 

terms, Americans would be victorious because the American way of life was a just cause 

for which to fight, and hence the nation would be made stronger for this ordeal. 

A more modern example of imagery can be seen in Ronald Reagan, fortieth 

president of the United States (1981-1989). Ronald Reagan's presidency was marked by 
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his strong standing in pubUc opinion polls through much of two fijll terms, a popularity 

and length of presidential service unknown since Eisenhower was in ofifice. Reagan's 

imagery, created in ofifice, was the image of "traditional family values" and "pride in 

country," this use of imagery contributed to his popularity, especially among those 

yeaming for the nostalgic memories of what had made the United States "strong" and 

"good" in the past (Schram, 1991). His wilUngness to play the role of the stern father 

enabled him to administer the strong medicine of economic reorganization in the early 

1980s. Reagan was the "acting president" who successfijily eliminated the distinction 

between appearance and reality in the White House. 

Reagan should have been an instant target for the media. Instead somehow, being 

an actor, increased his creditability He was, after all, an actor by training, now merely 

playing a new role on television, he was posing as president (Taylor, 1993). When the 

real cannot be identified, that which is reliably and consistently reproduced, like a pat 

performance, is taken to be credible. Reagan personified image, not only through his 

speeches and rhetoric, but through his very person. 

President George Bush, forty-first president of the United States, (1989-1993), 

also used imagery during his administration. The Gulf War was the first televised war. 

With images bombarding Americans from the media, the president would have to use 

images to shape the reality of his foreign policy the media demanded it. George Lakofif 

explains this imagery in his essay: 

Metaphors can kiU. The discourse over whether to go to war in the gulf was a 
panorama of metaphor. Secretary of State Baker saw Saddam Hussein as "sitting 
on our economic lifeline." President Bush portrayed him as having a 
"stranglehold" on our economy. The President said that the US was in the gulf to 
"protect freedom, protect our future, and protect the innocent," and that we had to 
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"push Saddam Hussein back." Saddam Hussein was painted as a Hitler. It is vital, 
literally vital, to understand just what role metaphorical thought plaved in 
bringing us into that war. (Lakofif, 1991, p. 25) 

Other scholars (Reese & Buckalew, 1995; Messaris,1994, Jowett, 1993) have 

explored this relationship as well. One of the most prominent metaphors as used by Bush 

is "the fairy tale of the just war," included in this metaphor is a cast of characters: a 

viUain, a victim, a hero, and a crime that is perpetrated. President Bush tried to justify 

going to war by the use of such a scenario: Iraq is villain, the US is hero, Kuwait is 

victim, the crime is kidnapping and rape. Like a good fairy tale, the Gulf War demanded 

closure, and especially after the lengthy investment of pubUc time and emotion, one that 

had a happy ending Bush has been both criticized and praised for the imagery presented 

during this conflict. 

Imagerv' and metaphor used by American presidents clearly offer an excellent 

artifact to examine rhetorically. Presidents have used imager\- to create a shared reality, 

not only with foreign policy, but domestic issues as well. 

Imagerv and Metaphor as Critique 

Many scholars have ofifered forms of metaphorical critique. Osborn (1967) 

explains that metaphors of rhetorical discourse have five specific characteristics. The first 

characteristic is usage that places figurative value. Within the almost limitless range of 

possibilities metaphors are selected to express value and judgment. They wiU most likely 

have "light" and "dark" associations (e.g., CadiUac or Edsel, ivy or poison \\-\\ 

touchdown or flimble). This study wiU seek to discover the values and judgments made 

by Kennedy. Second, Osborn contends archetypal metaphors are considered cross-
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culturally, "for such preferential behaviors appears unaffected by cultural variation" 

(Osborn, 1967, p. 116). Typically if a description is Unked to positive images a culture 

wiU understand the meaning of the metaphor (e.g., Dante conceives of a God who is Ught 

blindingly bright, and of Hades as a place of gloom and darkness). In most cases, the 

culture wiU have an understanding of light and gloom. Third, metaphors are grounded in 

prominent features of experience, in objects, acfions, or conditions that are salient with 

the human consciousness. Simply put, metaphors are based on human experiences 

Fourth, the appeal of metaphors is contingent upon embodiment of basic human 

motivations. And finally, metaphors are characterized by their prominence in rhetoric. 

their tendency to occupy important positions in speeches and the significance they have 

in important speeches of society The imagery Kennedy uses in his speeches meets the 

five characteristics established by Osbom. 

Lakoff and Johnson (1980) describe four functions ser\ed by metaphors. First, 

metaphors selectively highlight ideas. If an idea is important to a person or culture, it wiU 

find its way into imagery. This assertion fits well with Kennedy's speeches Kennedy's 

ideas, as stated through imagery, where not only important to him, but they became part 

of the culture. Second, metaphors are often generative. They help people see things in a 

new light. In a sense using a metaphor acknowledges that literal language cannot always 

make a complex idea or feelings clear. Imagery often helps approximate what literal 

language cannot. 

Third, metaphors often mask ideas and values. As metaphors become routinely 

used in a given language community, their implied meanings become increasingly less 

noticeable. There becomes a blind acceptance and metaphors can loose their meanings. 
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And fourth, metaphors can have more than one meaning. When people share images 

through metaphors they expose certain preferences. When a simple word, such as 

"music" is shared, the individual conjures a unique image, an image that is preferred. 

Perhaps the individual imagines classical music or rock music. No matter what the 

image is, it reflects a preference. While many are unaware of their preferred images, 

these images can expose their premise for action. 

Given the rhetorical fijnction of metaphor, Lakoff and Johnson (1980) explain that 

it can best be studied systematically. That is, they urge the critic to look for patterns of 

metaphorical usage. By proceeding carefliUy through the message, the critic can often 

find the underlying thematic unity to the metaphors chosen. Through discovering what 

famiUes of metaphors live in the text, and exploring their consistency, insight wiU be 

2:ained. 

Imagery and Metaphor Method: Robert Ivie 

This study wiU explore the imagery and metaphor used by Kennedy to express a 

Cold War reality. This critique wiU foUow the method ofifered by Robert Ivie (1986). 

This method focuses on one rhetor, and how he or she uses imagerv' and metaphor to 

generate an accepted reality Robert Ivie (1986) provides five basic steps to identifying 

key metaphors. 

First, familiarizing oneself with the speaker's text and context is essential to 

interpreting any particular selection of his or her discourse. There are various methods to 

accomplish this goal, but it must be done in order to gain a sense of the complete 

experience. The research ofifered in Chapter II, provides a context for Kennedys 
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speeches and the Cold War rhetoric proceeding the Kennedy administration. It is also 

important to gather information about the speaking event, sample of the speeches, 

audience reaction, and so forth. 

Second, texts are selected and closely read, In the reading. vehicles employed by 

Kennedy wiU be marked and identified. Marked vehicles are also associated with their 

immediate context and tenors. 

The third step is to arrange the complete set of marked vehicles into subgroups by 

clustering those with similar images. Each cluster represents one of the metaphorical 

concepts featured in the speaker's discourse, and the clusters together indicate the 

speaker's system of concepts (Lakofif & Johnson, 1981). 

Fourth, a separate file of vehicles and the immediate context are compiled, each 

into a cluster of terms. The most extreme procedure is to search the unabridged text until 

all occurrences of the vehicles, in a given cluster, have been identified. 

Finally, the clusters compiled in step four are analyzed one-by-one for pattems of 

usage within the cluster, thereby revealing the speaker's system of metaphorical 

concepts. Attention is focused on prevailing patterns. With this fifth step completed, this 

study is in a position to assess both the strengths and the limits of the metaphorical 

system guiding Kermedy's rhetorical creation. 
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CHAPTER I\ 

AN.ALYSIS OF IMAGERY AND METAPHORS 

USED BY KENNEDY 

This chapter explores the political rhetoric of John F Kennedy through the 

analysis of metaphors and imagery used in his foreign policy speeches. This chapter will 

first introduce the key images and metaphors used by Kennedy. Four primar\- symbols 

emerge in his foreign policy agenda: PEACE, NUCLE.AR WAR, FAMILY, and TIME 

FRAMES. Second, this chapter will examine the metaphors and images associated with 

each key symbol. 

Images in Kennedy's Speeches 

Kennedy's administration had one primary focus, the Cold War. This was also the 

first televised presidency, and Kennedy knew that images where essential. Therefore 

looking to Kennedy's speeches, the use of imagery and metaphor to estabUsh his polices 

is seen. The most prominent images used were Peace and Nuclear War, these images 

where selected based on their frequency, and the strong correlation to Kennedy's foreign 

policy agenda. Two other primarv' images were also used by Kennedy, Familial relations 

and Time Frames. Family images were selected based not only on the usage, but the 

important stmcture it added to Kennedy's foreign policy Time Frames were selected as a 

common and recurring image used in aU the selected speeches. Through careflil study of 

the metaphors and images involved an understanding wiU be reached into America's 
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foreign policy during the Kennedy administration, as weU as answer the research 

questions presented in Chapter I. 

Peace 

Peace is the most prominent theme in Kennedy's speeches, each speech has 

multiple references to peace. Considering the era and what the past 18 years had ofifered 

the United States, it seems appropriate that Kennedy would focus on "this most important 

topic on Earth," as he noted in his American University speech. Clearly importance is 

placed on this topic. The image of peace has been approached in three dififerent ways by 

Kennedy. First, he uses images and metaphors to define by negation, an image of what 

peace is not. Second, he uses images of what peace is. This definition by imagery and 

metaphor is a consistent method used by Kennedy when discussing foreign policy Third, 

Kennedy uses the metaphor, Peace is a Quest/Journey. 

What Peace is Not 

This first cluster of images deals specifically with images that define by negation. 

These negative images are what Kennedy perceives Americans believe world peace to be, 

the connotative meaning of world peace. Kennedy makes a concerted effort to set a clear 

image of what peace is not. 

Kennedy uses metaphors, in a context of cancellation, to explain what peace is 

not, "not enforced on the world by America" (1963a), "not the peace of the grave" 

(1963a), "not the security of the slave" (1963a), "keeping the peace but, never create" 

(1963c), "not a peace of fantasies and fantastic dream" (1963a), 'no single simple key" 
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(1963a), "no grand magic formula" (1963a), "we have no iUusions now that there are 

shortcuts on the road to peace" (1963c), "peace-based not on a sudden revolution in 

human nature" (1963c), "I do not say that a worid without aggression or threats of war 

would be an easy worid" (1963c), "peace is not as dramatic as the pursuit of war" 

(1963a) "breed suspicion" (1961b), "not a debate, seeking to pile up debating points" 

(1963a), "pointing the finger of judgmem" (1963a), "bankmptcy of policy" (1962b) and 

"useofthreats" (1963a). 

The images and metaphors used to describe what peace is not, can be divided into 

two sub-groups. The first, is the idea that worid peace is not realistic or attainable, and 

the only way to achieve it would be by some extraordinan.' power. By using words like 

"magic," "fantasy,"' ''shortcut, " "easy," and "dream," Kennedy is trying to aboUsh this 

notion that world peace can only be attained through unrealistic means. .Although words 

like "magic'' and "fantasy" might initially have positive connotative meaning, Kennedy 

makes an efifort to eradicate them from the linguistics of world peace. 

The era was certainly not naíve to the horrors of war. Kennedy himself notes that, 

"We must deal with the world as it is, and not as it might have been had the history of the 

last 18 years been dififerenf' (1963a). In the early 1960s, peace seemed a lovely but 

unattainable reality. He must redefme the connotative meaning of world peace. Before 

Kennedy can positively redefine what world peace is he must eliminate the negative 

constmcts within the American and Soviet view, that world peace is mystical and 

unrealistic. He achieves this through the images of "magic" and "dream." 

The second sub-group Kennedy uses, also ofifers a definition by negation, and 

creates images of what peace is not. This definition states that peace is not simply the 
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absence of war, or destmction. Peace cannot be found in nuclear security. Kennedy did 

not want to discourage Americans, this ideological conflict was difificult for many 

Americans to cope with (Kolb, 2001). But, the security the American people felt, and at 

some level the peace that that sense of security brought, would have to shift. It would be 

imperative that Kennedy help them to make that transition away from what was 

perceived as secure. 

In this sub-group, Kennedy explains that peace is not "enforced on the world by 

America" (1963a), this statement sets the stage for the shift and counter definition that 

Kennedy will ofifer in using imagery to define what peace is. At this point in history, 

following World War II, America had been the dominant law enforcement for the world 

and to change that role would most likely cause turmoil. 

Kennedy states that this is "not the peace of the grave" (1963a), a peace that can 

only be found at the end of war or death. He also expresses that peace is not found in 

"the security of the slave" (1963a). Images of slaveiy during the early 1960's would 

most certainly evoke reaction. However, to show that attaining peace only at the expense 

of another cannot be acceptable. 

Another area this sub-group explores is the negative connotations of Mutually 

Assured Destmction and its antithetical nature towards peace. "Keeping the peace but. . . 

never create" (1963a), "breed suspicion" (1961b), " a debate, seeking to pile up debating 

points" (1963a), "pointing the finger of judgmenf' (1963a), "bankmptcy of poUcy" 

(1962b), "use of threats" (1963a), "war is inevitable-mankind is doomed" (1963a) and 

"dangerous cycle" (1963c). All of these images and metaphors explain that peace is not 

in and of itself the absence of war, it needs to go beyond "keeping the peace," it needs to 
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go beyond simply avoiding the threat of Mutually Assured Destmction. .AJthough there 

was peace with Russia at the time, it was fiUed with "threats," 'suspicions," and 

"judgments." This was not the world peace that Kennedy envisioned. His vision \\as not 

simply a peace that grew out of fear, or a peace that grew out of nuclear superiority. 

Kennedy wanted a deeper and more lasting peace. This could only be gained by 

abolishing the idea that peace was only maintained by the fear of war. 

Kennedy clearly identifies the negative connotations of peace. However, only by 

exploring what peace is not can Kennedy define what peace is. This use of metaphor and 

imagery wiU prepare the audience for the new definition of peace Kennedy will propose. 

Because his new definition of peace wiU not ofifer easy solutions, Kermedy must persuade 

his listeners that it is the best option. By using imagery and metaphor Kennedy was able 

to show that a better definition of peace must be presented, and that a peace that is 

"magicar" or a peace that is fiUed with "suspicion" is not the only choice. 

What Peace Is 

Once Kennedy urged his listeners to abandon the images of peace that he viewed 

as negative. he uses positive imagery and metaphors to express his definition of worid 

peace. With images and metaphors such as, peace that "makes life on earth worth living" 

(1963a), "to build a better life' (1963c), "we shall pay any price, bear any burden" 

(1961a), "seek to invoke the wonders of science instead of its terrors" (1961a), 

"regardless of the cost and regardless of the peril" (1961b), "assure a more firuitftil life" 

(1961a), "problems are manmade-they can be solved by man" (1963a), "process-a way of 

solving a problem" (1963a), "we labor on- not towards a strategy of annihilation but 
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towards a strategy of peace" (1963c), "spirit of hope" (1962b), -committed to peace and 

disciplined in self-restraint" (1963c), "we have no more urgent task" (1963a), "the 

energy . .faith. .devotion" (1961a), "intensify our efiforts" (1963a), and "to build a 

world of peace" (1963c). 

By describing what peace is, Kennedy uses two important images. First the idea 

that peace is attainable, and second that efifort is required. Peace is not mysterious and 

unattainable; it is up to humanity to resolve the Cold War. 

Peace is Attainable 

Kennedy ofifers a new definition to oppose the "fantasy" definition. The images 

provided are of reality and attainability. He assures the Usteners that peace is possible. 

The peace he has envisioned is a realistic solution, not based on an elusive power, but the 

power within humanity, "problems are manmade-they can be solved by man'" (1963a). 

During the early 1960s the space race and space exploration where strongly 

integrated into the .Ajnerican and Russian culture. By using an image like " the wonders 

of science," it allows the audience to reflect on the v/onders that had been reached since 

the creation of the Atom bomb. Scientifically, it was a time of great excitement. This 

creation of images allows the listeners to infer, what other wonders might be achieved. 

Perhaps, even the wonder of world peace is within humanity's grasp. 

Peace Requires Efifort 

Once the listeners had the idea that peace was a possibility and would accept 

Kennedy's notion of attainability, it became necessary to explain the efifort involved. 
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Images like "labor," "build," "devotion," "task," "cost," "price," 'burden," and 

"discipline" conjure images of action. Kennedy ended the idea that world peace was 

"easy," or there where "shortcuts." Peace is an action word, it requires efifort When 

looking to "labor" and "build" the images offer the idea that something will be created. 

In order to create or build, difficulties must be overcome. 

By allowing the audience to have a íliU view of the difificulty involved, and an 

acceptance of the discipline involved, an understanding and shared vision is created. 

Leaders often use metaphor to create a shared political reality. this reality was created by 

Kennedy's speeches (Edelman, 1985). A shared vision would be mandatory for the 

acceptance of his foreign policy agenda, because his agenda was demanding and 

unrelenting in it's pursuit of peace and nuclear disarmament (Lakeofif, 1991). Kennedy 

impUes that, only through the acceptance of a 'burden" and a "cost' would peace be 

achieved. However, in consideration of this effort, he made it clear that peace was 

worthy of this efifort, because peace "makes life on earth worth living" (1963a). Kennedy 

wanted to create a political world where one is willing to "pay any price'" (1991a) 

because the rewards are so dear. 

The rewards of world peace, what it is and what it provides can be seen in the 

images of, "a better life" (1961a), "a more fiuitfijl life" (1961a), "a peacefijl and hopefijl 

globe' (1963b) and a "spirit of hope" (1963a,c) Kennedy uses this ideal image to ensure 

that any difificulties will provide a way of life that is richer and happier. Therefore, by 

hard work and labor, a remarkable reward wiU await humanity. 

By defining peace in such a way, Kermedy gives an image of attainability. It is 

attainable because achieving peace is not based on "dreams" it is based on hard work. It 
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is not up to "magic" it is up to mankind. It was essential that the problems of the Cold 

War where not seen as unrealistic, if the threat of war was indeed unrealistic there would 

be no redress for humanity. Instead Kennedy ofifers the image of control over the peace 

process. 

Once Kennedy has purged the image of peace through unrealistic means, as well 

as peace only bred from the fear of war, he ofifers the notion that peace is difificult and 

laborious. Peace is, however, worth the efifort required. As part of the imagery of peace, 

Kennedy goes one step flirther by explaining that Peace is a quest/journey 

Peace is a Quest/Journey 

As Kennedy started his term in ofifice, his inaugural speech plead with the world 

that it was time to "begin anew the quest for peace" (1961a). This idea of a "quesf' is 

seen repeatedly through each of his foreign poUcy speeches. Peace was central to his 

agenda, and selecting the word "quest" allowed him to create a new mission. .A quest is 

more than a journey, it is more than a stmggle, the image of "forg[ing] against these 

enemies" (1961a) added an element of nobility to this "labor"' and '•work." In order for 

the public to be engaged in this "labor," there must be a worthy cause. The image of 

stmggling for a cause if a common cultural theme, and can be seen throughout Kennedy's 

rhetoric. With the cause of peace in hand Kennedy describes this quest/journey in two 

ways, first as a stmggle and second, as a path. 

As Kennedy describes this quest for peace, he notes that it is a stmggle, "a 

stmggle against the common enemies of man," "the etemal stmggle" (1961b) 'economic, 

political, scientific. . .stmggles" (1961b), "we face a relenfless stmggle" (1961b), "nature 
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of this new and deeper stmggle. . we do not fail to grasp the . .new sense of urgency,"' 

(1962b), "intensify our efiforts for a stmggle in many ways more difificuk than war'" 

(1963a). The quest metaphor is detailed by the use of "stmggle," a quest is seen as fiUed 

with honor, but in order to perpetuate the polices, this quest must also be seen as 

gmeUng. If Kennedy is not completely honest about the difificuUies involved, the 

audience's dedication might wane in the presence of fijture pressures. 

The metaphor of a path is also used. This noble quest wiU be a journey along a 

path. By selecting the metaphor of a path Kennedy prepared the listeners for movement. 

With past presidencies, as discussed in Chapter III, it is possible to prepare a public for 

movement through metaphor. It is also possible to ask for the public to remain is stasis 

and simply endure. Kennedy was not asking for passive endurance, he was creating 

movement. 

The joumey metaphor was perpetuated through using the phrases, "The path we 

have chosen for the present is fijll of hazards, as all paths are""(1962b), ".And one path we 

shall never choose, and that is the path of surrender or submission" (1962b) "persevere in 

the search for peace" (1963a), "defending the frontiers of freedom"" (1963a), "pursuing 

the paths of peace" (1963a), "our steady pursuit, yielding neither to the temptation"' 

(1963c), "peace and freedom walk together" (1962b), "open new doorways to peace" 

(1963a), "the path of peace may be open" (1963c), " 'A journey of a thousand miles must 

begin with a single step' . . . Let us take that first step. Let us, if we can, step back from 

the shadows of war and seek out the way of peace. And if that joumey is a thousand 

miles, or even more, let history record that we, in this land, at this time, took the first 

step" (1963c). 
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Through this metaphor we see that the path is not simply the journey, it is the 

place. Movement is seen with words like "seek," "walk," "step," 'open," and "search." 

Clearly this quest invites movement, the journey wiU require action, as previously 

discussed. Movement is an important element in the polices of Kennedy. Three of the 

selected speeches dealt specifically with political events (Bay of Pigs Invasion, Cuban 

Missile Crisis, and the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty) that required a swift and immediate 

response. 

However, action is not the only vehicle for understanding peace. With the use of 

these metaphors, this path is also a place. This place is not necessarily the end, the place 

is also the journey as humanity travels there. Words like "defending frontiers of 

freedom" (1963a) and "'open new doorways,"' (1963a) lend themselves to looking at 

peace as a process. This path is not simply the movement, it is a place. This allows 

greater satisfaction for the listeners to know that peace is not a distant prize, but as 

humanity travels down the path landmarks will immerge. Kennedy notes that this place, 

or places will not only impact the United States, but that the '"glow from that fire can 

tmly light the worid" (1961a). As America walks down the path, it will allow others to 

foUow and pursue the same quest. 

Peace was an essential theme in Kennedy's rhetoric and foreign policy agenda. 

This theme was defined by the images of what peace is not, as well as what peace /5, and 

finally the metaphor of peace as a quest/journey. Because this is the most central idea of 

his policy, it is little wonder that he spent so much time to define it. The strong use of 

imagery and metaphor allowed Kennedy to create a generation's reality of the Cold War. 
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Nuclear War 

Clearly the threat of nuclear war, as discussed in Chapter II, was prominent in the 

culture of the 1960s. It would, therefore, seem appropriate that Kennedy would want to 

address the issue. Two primary themes of nuclear war emerge from Kennedy's speeches. 

The use of imagery and metaphor can be seen in first, the metaphors that define nuclear 

war as an attitude or atmosphere, and second the imagery that depict a graphic and 

violent death. 

Nuclear War is an Attitude 

When looking to nuclear war as an attitude, Kennedy defines it as, "uncertain 

balance of terror" (1961b), "Iron curtain tanks and planes miles from(our) shore" 

(I962b), "the hallmark of this ofifensive power and discipline and deceif' (1961b), 

"imprisoned island" (1962b), "our surveillance be stepped up" (1962b), "under a cloak of 

. . .deception" (1962b), "American citizens have become adjusted to living on the BuII's-

eye of soviet missiles" (1962b), "clear and present danger'" (1962b), "this secret, swift 

and extraordinary buildup" (1962b) "the abyss of destmction"' (1963a), "atmosphere of 

intimidation" (1962b), "a target for nuclear war" (1963a), "threaten to empt into war"" 

(1963a), "the risks of accidental war" (1963c) and "meetings have produced only 

darkness, discord, or disiUusion" (1963c). 

Kennedy defines nuclear war as, "terror,"' "secret," "swift," "deception," and 

"intimidation."' Through the metaphors of "deception," a nuclear war is created. 

Kennedy was defining the era through explaining the attitudes involved. Attitudes in and 

of themselves are not specific to nuclear war, many dififerent wars throughout history 
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have involved strong attitudes and an atmosphere of hostility The major difiference with 

nuclear war, is that so little is required to have total mass destmction. .AJI attitude or the 

atmosphere could realistically, in only a few moments, start and end a war of unparalleled 

proportions. 

The metaphors of being a target for a nuclear attack, increases the power of 

nuclear weapons, even if none are actually launched. The images of "Iron curtain tanks 

and planes . . .miles from(our) shore'" (1962b), "American citizens have become adjusted 

to living on the Bulfs-eye of soviet missiles" (1962b), "clear and present danger" 

(1962b) and "a target for nuclear waf' (1963a) all suggest that America is \TjInerable. 

Being targeted wUI breed suspicion, knowing that weapons are pointed and aimed 

ensures the reality of war. The threat of nuclear war, especially an accidental war, is 

paramount to understanding nuclear war itself 

Nuclear War is Death 

Although the threat and the attitudes involved, as defined by Kennedy, became 

extremely important in understanding nuclear war, the second definition of nuclear war 

is seen in emotional, violent and graphic imagery. This second theme, used by Kennedy 

to define nuclear war, is poignant and vivid. 

Kennedy defines nuclear war by defining the death of its victims, and the 

aftermath that such a war would consequently bring. His images are graphic. He aUows 

the listener to imagine him or herself, and loved ones victim to such a plague. He 

describes nuclear war: "aboUsh. . all forms of human life" (1961a), "destmction 

unleashed by science engulf all humanity in. . .self destmction" (1961a), "worldwide 
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nuclear war in which even the fmits of victory would turn to ashes in our mouth"' 

(1962b), "a single nuclear weapon contains almost ten times the explosive force delivered 

by aU the allied air forces in the Second Worid War" (1963a), "deadly poisons produced 

by a nuclear exchange would be carried by wind and water and soil and seed to the far 

corners of the globe and to generafions yet unborn" (1963a), "All we have built, all we 

have worked for, would be destroyed in the first 24 hours" (1963c), "enough nuclear 

power to destroy the human race several times over" (1963c), ".A fijll-scale nuclear 

exchange, lasting less than 60 minutes, with the weapons now in existence, could wipe 

out more than 300 million. . . and the survivors. . . 'the survivors would en\y the dead'" 

(1963c), "fears and dangers of radioactive fallout" (1963c), "children and grandchildren 

with cancer in their bones, with leukemia in their blood, or with poison in their lungs. 

.Our children and grandchildren are not merely statistics toward which we can be 

indififerenf'(1963c). 

It is difificult to conceive indifiference to such horrific images. The use of these 

vivid images was central to Kennedy's defmition. Although Kennedy did not believe in 

peace based on the fear of war, clearly the reality of that war must be understood to 

eradicate any thought of maintaining nuclear war as a viable option. With his description 

he looks to two specific causalities of nuclear fallout, the Earth and human beings. 

First, Kennedy describe what wiU happen to the Earth in the event of nuclear war. 

He speaks of the poisons that wiU afifect the elements of the soil, wind, and water. The 

environmental backlash of nuclear war would be far reaching. The descriptive images 

that Kennedy ofifers in relation to the Earth invokes a feeUng of desolation and 

destmction, the death of our Earth. This destmction would prove to be more than 
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temporary, the destmction would be fatal to the planet. These somber images fiUed 

foreign policy agenda for presidenfial administrations beyond Kennedy's, traces can be 

seen from Johnson to the Reagan administration and the development of the 'Star Wars" 

defense program. The environmental ramifications of nuclear war would undoubtedly 

change the Earth eternally. Kennedy allowed the listeners to understand just how etemal 

this death would be through his imagery 

The second theme that supports the metaphor, nuclear war is death, is seen in the 

human victims and the cost of life. This is perhaps the most poignant and disturbing 

image ofifered in Kennedy's speeches. The human life that would be lost is almost 

unfathomable, 300 million people-dead in 60 minutes. But perhaps more powerfijl is the 

description of how those people would die, and more troubling, how the survivors will 

live. With images like, "the survivors. 'the survivors would en^y the dead,'"' (1963c), 

as well as "children and grandchildren with cancer in their bones, with leukemia in their 

blood, or with poison in their lungs. " (1963c), it takes little efifort to imagine yourself 

or ones you love sufifering. Death is more pleasant to living in a post nuclear war world. 

This imagery is poweríul because Kennedy not only gives statistics, but as he notes, "Our 

children and grandchildren are not merely statistics toward which we can be indififerent." 

Kennedy ofifers a face, a child's face, to the casualties of Nuclear War. The death of 

children and generations yet unborn is what nuclear war wiU bring to pass. With such a 

vivid description, a mental image of what a nuclear war would bring evokes emotion. 

This emotional appeal is linked not only to the images and metaphors Kennedy presents, 

but it must be linked to a personal image. Tmly, a shared reality is created. Kennedy 
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would ofifer that death and sufifering, of both the guihy and innocent, is the only reward of 

this type of war 

Family 

Kennedy also used the image of family to define his policy .\s previously seen in 

the metaphor, nuclear war is death, the victims where children. Not simply an innocent 

child but, yoiir innocent child. The use of family bonds is not only seen in the threat of 

nuclear war, but can also be seen in other primary policies. 

Kennedy uses the family metaphor in several ways. "the torch has been past to a 

new generation"' (1961a), "In your hands, my fellow citizens, more than mine, will rest 

the final success or failure of our course"" (1961a), "I speak to you as a friend, as one who 

knows of your deep attacliment to your fatherland, as one who shares your aspirations for 

liberty and justice for all"' (1962b), "American people ha\e watched with deep sorrow 

how your nationalist revolution was betrayed- and how your fatherland fell under foreign 

domination" (1962b), "With. . .peace, there will stUI be quarrels and conflicting interests. 

as there are within families and nations" (1963a), "We all cherish our children's fijture"" 

(1963a), "Here is what this step can mean to you and to your children and your 

neighbors" (1963c), and "this treaty is for all of us. it is particularly for our children and 

our grandchildren" (1963c). 

When looking to these family images and metaphors, two groups emerge, first 

the priority of children and the future that wiU be provided for them and second, culture 

as family. Through exploration into the use of "children" and second the cultural 

family, insight wiU be gained into Kennedy's foreign policies and the process for 
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implementation. This imagery and metaphor creates a sense of closeness and 

cohesiveness in his poUcy. 

Children 

The use of children in Kennedy's foreign policy serves mulfiple purposes. First 

the idea that his policy is not only for the present, he uses the image of children to 

represent the future. Kennedy specifically notes that his policies will have implication to 

•'children"' and "grandchildren.'" The family bond is a continuing cycle he notes, "the 

torch has been past to a new generation" (196Ia), by referring to the new generation, he 

implies that an old generation has done its job and it is now the children's turn to carry 

"the torch." 

Children serve an essential role in sustaining foreign policy. As Kennedy 

described his policy for peace, it would not be an easy task. If this generation was not 

willing to make the sacrifices and work for peace, an uncertain fliture would be the resuk. 

If there was nothing at stake, a selfish society might not be willing to do what was 

necessary. But as Kennedy points out, "we aU cherish our children"s future"' (1963a). 

Again, it is important to understand that it was not just any child it is "ouf' child. By 

using the imagery of children, action would be easier to sustain. 

Kennedy also noted in his visit to Berlin, "(the wall is) an ofifense not only against 

history but an ofifense against humanity, separating families, dividing husbands and wives 

and brothers and sisters, and dividing a people who wish to be joined together" (1963b). 

The image of "the wall" is also a critique on Communism. It was not simply the Berlin 

wall that separated families, it was not simply concrete and stones, it was an ideology 
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Kennedy proposed that families, and in particular children, are the foundation of society 

and there must be a priority placed on their fijture. Kennedy's images portrayed that the 

fijture of "our" children rests on the íuture of his foreign polices. Two primary reasons 

are ofifered. First, Kennedy believed his policies would protect children (the future) 

against war and the physical death that nuclear war would ultimately lead to. Second, 

Kennedy would protect children (the fijture) against a political death. Kennedy described 

Communism as an ofifence against families. This political death can also be \iewed as a 

moral death, when considering the Red Scare and the era of McCarthyism that was so 

well established. 

Culture as Famiiy 

Kennedy also looked beyond the literal meaning of Family, he looked to culture 

and the power of being part of a society. Kennedy proposed the idea that America, as 

well as the other nations, needed to help one another as one would help in a family. 

Kennedy often used the phrase, "my fellow citizens," or "my fellow Americans," through 

these phrases he created a sense of camaraderie and brotherhood. He allows the audience 

to feel a sense of family by referring to them as partners in the endeavors of foreign 

policy. Americans must look to not only their own family, but the American family. 

Spring boarding from the idea of the American family, comes the idea of a world 

family. It is not only Americans, who should assist one another, nations should look to 

nations, as neighbors and family. In Germany, Kennedy noted, "I want to say, on behalf 

of my countrymen, who live many miles away on the other side of the Atlantic. . . that 

they take the greatest pride that they have been able to share with you, even from a 
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distance, the ston/ of the last 18 years'" (1963b). The idea that this shared experience 

brings us closer together, supports the image of a worid family. Germany was not the 

only country that Kennedy addressed in this manner. 

During the Cuban missUe crisis, he referred to Cuba in much the same way as the 

citizens of Beriin. He noted, "I speak to you as a friend, as one who knows of your deep 

attachment to your fatheriand, as one who shares your aspirations for liberty and justice 

for all. American people have watched with deep sorrow how your nationalist 

revolution was betrayed— and how your fatheriand fell under foreign domination" 

(1962b). The word "fatherland" summons images of family, but more central to 

Kennedy's polices was the idea that America, a friend, has the same hopes and desires for 

the fliture. Kennedy allows the images of what is shared to create a closeness with the 

island country Kennedy also sought to share a sense of family with other nations. 

However, this sense of family was only ofifered to nations that shared political ideologies 

with the United States. For more then two years, Kennedy looked to other nations as 

family, Cuba and West Germany where not the only nations that held this status. During 

Kennedy's first three months in ofifice, he established the Peace Corps, to ofifer help and 

agricukural training to underdeveloped countries. Yet, this family status was not ofifered 

to the Cold Bloc countries. 

During his American University speech Kennedy enhanced the family metaphor 

to include countries that where diametrically opposed to the American way of life. 

Kennedy states, "With. . .peace, there wiU stiU be quarrels and conflicting interests, as 

there are within families and nations" (1963a). The metaphor of famiUes has been 

extended to include Communist states. The metaphor had matured with the 
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administration and the difificulties involved in maintaining peace. Although there is stiU a 

strong distinction made by Kennedy when referring to "conflicting interests" and 

"morally repugnanf' (as Kennedy defines Communism in the same address). This first 

step towards inclusion is paramount. The metaphor of family spans across the American 

people, to her allies, and finally to her adversaries. Kennedy's understanding of the worid 

is reflected in the inclusion of the Soviets. 

Time Frames 

The fourth area of metaphor and imagery to be analyzed is time. This last area of 

analysis was selected based on its recurrent usage throughout Kennedy's speeches. The 

consistency and reliability of time, whether past, present or future is seen in each speech. 

The image of America's past, as well as past foreign relations was important for Kennedy 

to define. Kennedy also defines the present by images that link the past and the future 

together. Through examining the images presented of the past, present, and fijture insight 

wiU be gained. 

The Past 

Kennedy refers to the past in many ways throughout his speeches. The imagery 

that accompanies the past are filled with nostalgia. He explains, '̂ Since this country was 

founded, each generation of Americans has been summoned to give testimony to its 

loyalty" (1961a), "those who gave their lives shaU not be forgotten" (I961a), "Freedom. . 

.recall(s) the long roU call of refugees who cannot go back to. . . their homeland" 

(1961b), "And history teaches us that enmities between nations, as between individuals, 
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do not last forever" (1963a), "Two thousand years ago the proudest boast was 'c/v/.v 

Romanus siim"' (1963b), and "Even a nation as young and as peace-loving as our own 

hasfought"(1963c). 

By using images of "loyalty," "freedom," "peace-Ioving," and "not be forgotten" 

Kennedy creates a past that is fiUed with pride and patriotism. By providing a past that is 

fiUed with such positive imagery, it allows him to create a camaraderie and closeness 

with the audience, a sense of unity. As Kennedy presents a desirable and honorable 

history he calls on that history to provide guidance for existing problems. If the past can 

be seen as credible the advice ofifered by history must also be viewed as credible. 

The foUowing phrases look to the past for direction, "in the past, those who 

foolishly sought power by riding the back of the tiger ended up inside" (1961a), "The 

graves of young Americans who answered the call to service surround the globe. . . the 

tmmpet summons us again" (1961b), "The 1930's taught us a clear lesson: aggressive 

conduct, if allowed to go unchecked and unchallenged ultimately leads to waf" (1962b), 

"history teaches us that. . " (1963a) and "it was written long ago. . ." (I963c). 

The most prominent words that describe this honorable past are, "teaches" 

"lesson" and "taught." By providing the imagery of a teacher, Kennedy allows his 

foreign policy to be viewed as well-prepared, because he was well-taught. Most 

presidents have advisors who provide perspective on foreign policy, however, Kennedy 

used the imagery of the past as a way to bolster credibility and reception of his policy. 

His tutelage was not only through the means of a coUege education, councilors, and 

foreign ministers, his policy and perspective was provided by history, the ultimate 

teacher. With the credibility of the past, and the feeling of patriotism felt by the audience 
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it would be easier for them to accept, as noted eariier, the stmggle involved in the policy 

of peace. With the past defined, it becomes necessar>' to see how it is linked to 

Kennedy's present. 

The Present 

When turning to the present (1961-1963), Kennedy was not wholly nostalgic. 

Kennedy looked not only to sentimental images, he used images of tension and 

perseverance. A wistful image was tempered with an image of reality. 

A phrase Kennedy used frequently was " in an age."" He states, "in an age where 

the instmments of war have far outpaced the instmments of peace" (1961a). "in an age 

when great powers can maintain. . .nuclear forces" (1963a), "in an age when a single 

nuclear weapon contains almost ten times the explosive force delivered by all the allied 

air forces in the Second World War'" (1963a), and "in an age when both sides have come 

to possess enough nuclear power to destroy the human race several times ovef" (1963c). 

Kennedy clearly defines the present as an era of power and danger. Kennedy sets aside 

the past for a moment and has defined the present with prestige and honor. Humanity is 

at a turning point in history. It will become important, for the enacting of his policy, to 

have his audience believe that this era or age is unlike anything the world has seen. 

Impacts of decisions made will not only have political efifects, but societal and 

environmental efifects. 

Kennedy also stresses the importance of how this era will be remembered by 

history. The impact of the present wiU become paramount. Kennedy implies that there 

must be accountability for the actions of the present. Kennedy's rhetoric ofifers images of 

a blending or transformation of the present into the past, "the soft societies are about to 
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be swept away with the debris of history"' (1961b), ' i am convinced that history wiU 

record the fact that this bitter stmggle reached its climax'" (1963a), "A war today or 

tomorrow, if it led to nuclear war, would not be like any war in history" (1963c). 

Through ofifering images of a fleeting present that will be recorded, it not only gives 

accountability, but it ofifers perspective. Perspective to the Cold War was ofifered by time 

frames. Through exploring the past and linking it to the present, Kennedy was able to 

take the listeners on a joumey through time. Kennedy also, beyond ofifering perspective 

and accountability, ofifered urgency. A sense of urgency is presented in the images, "our 

security . is now, today, in the greater peril" (1962b), "the evidence is clear- and the 

hour is late'" (1962b). and "however dim the prospects may be today, we intend to 

continue this efifort'" (1963a). This imagery complements the peace metaphors and 

imager\' Kennedy established. Kennedy stated, '"But histor\- and our own conscience will 

judge us harsher if we do not now make every efifort to test our hopes by action'" (1963c). 

.Again. action is essential to policy. Kennedy"s images will leave the audience with 

perspective, accountability and urgency. 

The Future 

The future for Kennedy, although it may be uncertain, is linked to the present. 

The images provided, "no one can be certain what the future wiU bring '" (1963a). "we all 

cherish our children's fliture" (1963a), "let each nation choose its own future" (1963a), 

"some say communism is the wave of the future'" (1963b), "lift your eyes beyond the 

dangers of today, to the hopes of tomorrow" (1963c), ' in time, it is estimated, many 

other nations wiU have (nuclear) capacity. . .even as missiles can be commercially 
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purchased today" (1963c). A link to the present and the fijture can be seen specifically 

in, "future agreements. . can be buih on the foundations of this (agreement)" (1963c). 

Kennedy, in referring to the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, wanted to look to the future 

implications of this policy. Kermedy consistently looked to the fijture and what his 

policies would mean to "children" and "grandchildren." Again, perspective is shown 

through time and how time- the past, present, and fliture integrate to create reality. 

The images of hope, war, freedom and stmggles are all present as Kennedy 

hypothesizes about the future. But, as the Presidency undergoes changes, so does the 

rhetoric. n the address concerning the Bay of Pigs invasion, (during the first few months 

of his presidency) Kennedy was more hopefijl and less somber with his vision of the 

future. He championed the rights of the fledging nation, "Cubans today look forward to 

the time when they will be tmly free—free from foreign domination, free to choose their 

own leaders, free to select their own system, free to own their own land"" (I962b). By 

showing the fijture and what could be attained, Kennedy's optimism and passion was 

prevalent. As the presidency progressed with the Cuban Missile Crisis and the Nuclear 

Test Ban Treaty Kennedy's vision of the world's future also changed. The attitude of 

superiority and caviler politics, so apparent in his inaugural, would make significant 

adjustments. Those adjustments can be seen in the view Kennedy had of the fijture and 

the desired legacy he wanted to leave behind. 

Closer to the end of his administration Kennedy was fiUed with uncertainty about 

the future. This uncertainly was also coupled with a sense of humility. This uncertainly, 

not only present in the images, could be seen in the polices themselves. The idea to 'iet 

each nation choose its own future" (1963a), was not presented in his inaugural or Bay of 
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Pigs address. The dynamic array of events that occurred during this presidency would 

seem to contribute to Kennedy's shifting use of imagery and metaphors 

The analysis of time frames is synergistic in nature. It becomes necessan,' to 

examine, not only each frame, but to explore the relationship each has with the other. 

Kennedy presents a past that is filled with sentimental images and the lessons leamed 

from the past also gives credibility to those images. The present links the fijture and past 

together, with Kennedy's constant referral to "history,'" whether it be the history that is 

shared or the history that is now being created. The fliture is linked to the present, and 

the image of history is what welds them together. Equal emphasis is placed on each 

frame, none is more important then the other, however, Kennedy places an urgency on 

the present that is not seen in the past or future. This sense of urgency has a direct 

correlation with his foreign policy, action and urgency can be seen throughout all the 

metaphors and images discussed in this chapter. The past is seen as an advisor and the 

future is seen as an unknown factor. This unknown factor will find clarity through the 

decisions made by the present, the interdependence found ofifers stability 

Conclusion 

Kennedy"s foreign policy rhetoric is intertwined with images and metaphors. The 

Images of PEACE, NTJCLE.AR WAR, F.AAIILY, and TIME FILAMES presents not only 

a defimtion of his policy but beyond a definition, he provides action and motivation. It is 

essential to understand that each image can be seen as a reflection of another. They are 

interdependent and feed from one another. Kennedy's rhetoric and languaging would 

often use multiple themes in defining the poUcies and relations of the 1960s. Kennedy 
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also used many common cultural themes that could be understood throughout a variety of 

societies. The themes of "stmggling" and "children" are understood across cultures. His 

speeches, ahhough presented in America, where translated and written for more than the 

American public. Peace must be reached and nuclear war must be stopped. Through the 

images of family, and the perspectives ofifered by time frames Kennedy was able to 

address the importance of peace and nuclear war. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

This chapter discusses the analysis reported in Chapter I\' The analysis is first 

discussed in terms of how it answers the research questions and works towards the goals 

of this study offered in Chapter I. This chapter also explores the implications of this 

research, and how presidential speeches that concera foreign policy can employ 

Kennedy"s methods. Finally this chapter will address this study's limitations and the 

direction of future research in Cold War rhetoric. 

Answering the Research Ouestions 

Chapter I of this study presented two research questions. "How do Kennedy s 

foreign policy speeches communicate his philosophies about interaational relations'^" and 

more specifically, "What imagery and metaphor is presented by Kennedy to depict these 

phUosophies."" Through the exploration of Kennedy's foreign policy speeches, seen in 

Chapter IV, pattems of metaphor and imagery were found. This chapter will explore 

fijrther the implications of that analysis and present a more detailed discussion. 

In answering the first research question, '"How do Kennedy's foreign policy 

speeches communicate his philosophies about intemational relations']'" I found it 

important to first look to how he formed his philosophies and second look to how he 

communicated them. The research in Chapter II provides some interesting information 

conceming Kennedy and his passion for interaational relations. Kennedy's first book, 

Why England Slept, was written as his senior thesis at Harvard. This shows that 
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Kennedy did have a passionate interest in the events of the world, when he was m his 

political infancy. It must also be noted that Kennedy saw first hand what \\W 1 had done 

to Europe, and wrote long detailed letters to home about his impressions of Europe in the 

late 1930s (Lowe, 1961). This hands-on international experience would most certainly 

impact his views on worid politics. Kennedy's philosophies must also have been shaped 

by the democratic views held by his father and other family members. However, this first 

hand experience allowed Kennedy to have personal development, that could not be 

obtained through family philosophies or a formal education. This worid view was 

expanded by his tour of duty in the Pacific Theatre during WWil Kennedy was allowed 

to see more of the worid and experience a respect for cuhures and peoples. Kennedv's 

philosophies on interaational relations can be traced to many different origins. However, 

in answering this research question, of how he communicated his philosophies, the 

understanding of their origins only provide a piece of the picture. It becomes necessary to 

look beyond the origins. Kennedy's speeches provide wonderful artifacts to answer this 

question. Kennedy's speeches also provide philosophical implications. 

The six speeches selected and researched in this study give a broad view of 

Kennedy's presidency and the events that shook his administration. Each speech is 

related to an event that shaped Cold War relations with Russia. Kennedy's philosophies 

can be seen in the attitude and language choice of each speech. As Kennedy's presidency 

wore on, this attitude and tone matured. Kennedy's inaugural address was bold, if not 

overbearing with concem to intemational relations. He stated that the U. S. "intends to 

remain the master of its own house"(1961a), with regard to the Westem Hemisphere. 

Kennedy's language throughout this first speech in ofifice was fiUed with bold and blatant 
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statements considering the U.S.'s power. The pride and arrogance of this first address 

would soon yield to language that implied a humble, but firm presidency. Clearly, the 

intemational and political events that took place while Kennedy was in office would 

transform his worid view. The failed Bay of Pigs invasion was the first major 

international problem of this new administration and his language would suggest the 

cause for freedom would demand a fight. The fight would not be easily won. The 

philosophies are beginning to shift, the arrogance would begin to make way for patience 

and coUaboration. The analysis of these speeches shows a development of Kennedy's 

philosophies, or at least what he communicated his philosophies to be, over the three 

years Kennedy was in office. 

The pinnacle of change can be seen in his address to the American people during 

the Cuban MissUe Crisis. These thirteen days changed Kennedy and America forever. 

Kennedy looked nuclear war in the eye and, '"the other fellow just blinked'" (Bmgioni, 

1991, p.3). Again, experience is what shaped Kennedy's views on foreign policy, from 

his time in Europe as a college student, to his time in the oval office contemplating the 

power of nuclear weapons. The Cuban Missile Crisis tempered his philosophies and lead 

to changes in his foreign policy agenda. In the three speeches foUowing the October 

1962 crisis, Kennedy's passion and intensity conceming peace and nuclear war are 

apparent. 

Kennedy's American University speech offers a sincerity and tone that was not 

seen before the Cuban Missile Crisis. This speech was written and delivered within eight 

months of the crisis. Kennedy shifted from the role of "mastef' to the role of friend. 

Kennedy now praised the Russian people for their developments and cuhure. The fear of 
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nuclear war is what broke new ground for collaborative efforts on both sides. This fight 

was led by Kennedy as he offered polices that sustained the peace they had, and worked 

to develop new polices for fijture generations. 

The only speech that did not conform to this new pattera was Kennedy's address 

in the Rudolph Wilde Platz, at the Berlin Wall. This speech was ver\' uncharacteristic of 

the tone Kenney had set. This speech was given during Kennedy's 12-day European 

tour, Kennedy's arrival was surreal. The Europeans loved the president and his wife. 

One woman gave birth on the street during a parade, because she did not want to miss 

seeing the Kennedys (Payson, 1995). With these wildly accepting crowds, Kennedy had 

forgotten the spirit of the American University speech, and a prideful and conceited tone 

had replaced the spirit of peace and acceptance. The pride and passion that was first seen 

in the young president surfaced in the Berlin WaU speech. Kennedy was told the speech 

he had prepared was boring, so seizing the moment, he changed it to a short, passionate 

and fiery discourse of the failures of Communism. Kennedy had been captured by the 

moment, this speech shows that Kennedy stiU had the same inclinations seen in his 

inaugural. One month later, Kennedy addressed the American people concerning the 

Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. Kennedy regained the sensitive and patient tone he had 

constmcted before the Beriin Wall speech. Again, the central themes of Kennedy's 

foreign poUcy are that of cooperation and coUaboration. 

In examining the first research question, "How do Kennedy's foreign policy 

speeches communicate his phUosophies about interaafional relations^" we can see 

Kennedy's philosophies and poUcies shifted throughout his administration. The shift can 

be seen in the reflection of the events and the language he chose to use. Keimedy started 
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his administration with competitive monolithic philosophies, but those seemingly 

unyielding philosophies gave way in the course of events that ensued during this 

presidency. The speeches and events that prompted those speeches offer insight into the 

ever-changing philosophies. 

The second, and more specific research question addressed by this study and the 

analysis in Chapter IV is, "What imagery and metaphor is presented by Kennedy to 

depict his philosophies?" The analysis brings to light interesting findings, Kennedy's 

rhetoric describes this foreign policy agenda with four predominant themes, PEACE, 

NUCLEARWAR,FAMILY and TIME FRAMES. These four themes are effective 

because there defmition is grounded across cultures. They provide rhetorical power 

because they offer terminal values that most cultures can relate to. These themes emerged 

from his speeches to create a tmly universally understood policy. 

The theme of peace can be seen in each speech and is set as a standard image. 

Peace is carefijUy defined with metaphors and images, as Derrida (1973, 1984) explains, 

leaders shaped the reality of the Cold War through their use of language. Kennedy is an 

excellent example of this. Peace is central, it is the most frequent image used and 

defined. Because of its importance, Kennedy first offers a definition by negation. 

Telling the listens that peace is not a "dream" or "magic." Images like these cannot only 

be quickly understood by American listeners, the images cross cultures and can be 

understood by non-Americans as well. This opens the door for Kennedy to redefine or 

reinterpret what peace wiU mean during the Cold War. He also uses images and 

metaphors to create this meaning. 
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Nuclear war is also a common theme used by Kennedy, he defines nuclear war in 

such an emotional and sensitive way. The use of images and metaphors, in relation to 

nuclear war, relies heavily on emotion, and the emotional attachment of the listens to 

their children and worid they live in. Such an emotional appeal could not be made 

without the use of imagery. To envision the future consequences that nuclear war would 

provide, does not evoke a passive response, it evokes action. The call to action and the 

motivation of his listeners would not be as distinct without the use of imagery and 

metaphor. 

Family metaphors also provide a base for Kennedy's policy. The use of family 

metaphors is an effective tool to bring cultures together, to recognize their similarities 

and the responsibility that is shared for each other and the future. The tone of Kennedy's 

policy would not be complete without the notion of shared responsibility Cooperation 

and collaboration became very important to Kennedy as his presidency progressed. This 

goal was achieved through the imagery and metaphor of family. 

Time frames serve as an interesting part of Kennedy's policy. The desire to leave 

his mark on the world and the frequent references to history reflect Kennedy's 

prospective. As Kennedy shared the notion of time, he shared this prospective for the 

past, present, and future. This would only enhance the policies that Kennedy offered. 

When answering the research question, "What imagery and metaphor is presented 

by Kennedy to depict his philosophies?" it is clear that his philosophies are represented 

through imagery and metaphor. With the analysis completed and a representation 

discovered, it becomes necessary to draw some rhetorical conclusions based on that 

analysis. 
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This study discovered several implications of metaphor and imagery used in 

American foreign policy. The implications, based on this study, found that first, cultural 

continuity is essential when defining polices that effect more then one culture. Second, 

because cultural continuity is so important, metaphor is an ideal means to study the 

language that constmcts international policy. And third, worid leaders in their language 

and more specifically their speeches, which address foreign policy issues, should employ 

metaphor and imagery. 

Cultural continuity is essential when defining polices that effect more then one 

culture. Kennedy's foreign policy speeches addressed more then the .American public. 

His speeches, and the polices they proposed would impact the worid. Kennedy's use of 

imagery and metaphor crosses cultures. With the use of "stmggle," "death,"" "children,"' 

and so forth, Kennedy is able to create a shared image of his policy Many of Kennedv's 

metaphors and images could be understood regardless of the language the listen spoke, 

"death"" is universally understood. CuUural continuity was not only important to the 

Kennedy administration, it is important to all countries that rely on or interact with one 

another, Kermedy is simply one example. If cultural continuity is not achieved, 

miscommunication could occur, and in an age of nuclear weapons, the risk of accidental 

war could cost miUions of lives. Therefore, it is essential that cultures understand one 

another's polices and procedures. This understanding can be gained through 

communication that can be seen across cultures. Metaphor and imagery does this, but it 

is essential that world leaders select concise metaphor and images. If the poor images are 

shared, it could be more damaging than not using images at all. During the Reagan 

administration and the end of the Cold War, Reagan used "Star Wars" to represent a large 
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portion of his foreign policy. "Star Wars' is an excellent example of Reagan's imager>', it 

makes a rich metaphor, but unfortunately the policy behind the metaphor is easily 

attached. FitzGerald (2000) views the notion of a "laser-rigged space umbreUa" (p. 531) 

that might someday protect the United States from nuclear missiles as pure fantasy 

Therefore, imagery and metaphor must be used with care and caution. 

Second, because cultural continuity is so important, metaphor is an ideal means to 

study the language that constmcts international policy The study of foreign policy and 

the rhetoric that surrounds those polices can be viewed in countless ways. However, 

because foreign policy, unlike domestic policy, touches more than one nation. To look at 

polices in such a pure form leads to understanding of that cuhure and what that culture 

hopes relations to be. The study of American foreign policy, through the method of 

metaphor is key. Yet, even more intriguing is the idea of studying non-American foreign 

policy through the use of metaphor. Looking to non-English speaking countries and their 

use of metaphor would certainly yield interesting resuhs. It could be assumed that the 

fmdings of such as study would draw similar conclusion. Metaphors and imagery can be 

viewed across cultures, therefore it could be theorized that the foreign policy of any 

nation, that employed this method, would be more successfijl than those who do not. To 

enact a study of foreign policy, regardless of the country, a close examination of 

metaphor and imagery would offer insight that other methods could not. 

In the final implication, imagery and metaphor should be essential to presidential 

foreign policy. Not simply American foreign policy, but any worid leader can employ 

the use of imagery to assure that the meaning of his or her policy can be understood by 

the other cultures. Metaphor can cross cultures and offer an insight that even the most 
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ornate or technical language could provide (Osborn, 1967). It would benefit any 

pohtical leader who finds it necessary to deal with other nations. In this era of 

globalization, a worid leader must be able to effectively communicate with other nations. 

Even in an organizational context the importance of proper communication is essential, 

how much more so will it be for foreign heads of state to articulate and share their visions 

for the fijture. The fijture of the worid wiU be shared; interdependence and 

communication for the fijture will rest heaviiy on the ability to communicate effectively. 

Imagery and metaphor wiU allow those in the worid to share ideas and philosophies. 

Consider the recent questions of American foreign policy that have faced President 

George W. Bush. He has come to many difficuh foreign policy questions, with trade 

negotiations with Chile, the crisis in the Taiwan Strait, containment strategies towards 

Iran, and cohesiveness with the European union (Campbell & Mitchell, 2001, Kissinger, 

2001). It is clear that international politics will not be easier as the years progress, but 

wiU be more challenging. With the new complications in global relations, it calls for a 

new direction in American foreign policy (Kissinger, 2001). To meet those challenges, 

imagery and metaphor can be the key to better relations within many different countries. 

Kennedy was so successflil with his policy, because he based his policy on images and 

metaphors that could be understood across cultures. If George W Bush used imagery 

such as "family" or "peace," perhaps his policies would be more accepted and tensions 

would be eased during his presidency. 

Through looking at Kermedy and his foreign policy speeches, the analysis has 

brought to light some interesting implications for the future of foreign policy. It is hoped 

that this study offered an understanding of the images created by Kennedy and therefore, 
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an understanding of the Cold War. In addition, this analysis provided insight into the 

stmcturing of the Cold War and the creation of a nuclear war mindset. By understanding 

how this nuclear culture was created, guidance is given to future policies. 

Limitations 

In terms of the artifacts chosen for analysis, this study is limited in three ways. 

First, this study was not designed to look at Russian speeches offered by Khmshchev that 

addressed Kennedy's agenda. More insight could have been gained by comparing the 

speeches offered by Russia and the U.S. addressing the question of the Cold War. 

Counter-speeches offered by Khmshchev were not accessed for his study, since the goal 

was to look specifically at American foreign policy and not Russian policy when 

compared to American poUcy. An analysis of metaphor and imager\ used by Russia 

would yield interesting resuhs, however, to conduct such a study, it would facilitate the 

researcher's analysis to be fluent in both Russian and English. 

Second, in terms of seeking insight into the creation of the Cold War culture, this 

study is limited, in the sense that Kennedy was the only American Cold War rhetor 

selected. Kermedy was not the only rhetor who shaped the emergence of the Cold War. 

Looking to other American political leaders would also provide a wider spectmm of 

speeches and analysis of Cold War constmction. However, when looking to even one 

Cold War persona, an array of resuUs are found. This study looked specifically at 

Kennedy based on the influence of his office, the reception of his policy and foundational 

basis it provided for future presidency. 
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Third, this study looked only to Cold War rhetoric directed towards Russia. 

China and Asia also consumed energy from the Kennedy presidency. The U.S was 

involved with Viet Nam and Korean on different levels and the threat of Communism 

presented by Asia was also an issue of foreign policy that needed to be addressed by 

Kennedy. There are a variety of speeches that Kennedy and his administration produced 

to answers the question of what should America's role be in .Asia. However, since a 

nuclear threat was only seen from Russia at that time, this study only looked to the 

speeches that deah specifically with Russia. 

Directions for Future Research 

The direction of fijture research involving Cold War rhetoric and Kennedy are 

limitless. The potential research could involve a range of directions. .A study going 

beyond the U.S.'s relations with Russia, expanding the research to include other 

Communist countries, would offer a lager view of Kennedy"s policies towards 

Communism. More specifically analyzing Kennedy's policies towards .-Xsia and the 

question of "Viet Nam. If Kennedy would have served his entire term, would \'iet Nam 

have been a different experience? 

A comparative study of Lyndon B. Johnson and Kennedy's foreign policy rhetoric 

would prove interesting A study designed to see if Kennedy's use of imagery and 

metaphor impacted the Johnson administration. Were Johnson's policies simply carrying 

on the Kennedy administration, or did Johnson create his own agenda. Considering the 

special circumstances that propeUed Johnson into the presidency, Kermedy's influence 

must have been feh. 
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AIso, studies involving a comparative analysis of Kennedy's and Khmshchev's 

speeches, based on an analysis of Russian and American metaphor and imagery, would 

also provide understanding. However as stated previously, to conduct such a study, it 

would facilitate the researcher's analysis to be fluent in both Russian and English. 

Kennedy delivery many speeches that indirectly influenced the Cold War. One 

theme that Kennedy addressed was the space race. Kennedy"s rhetoric impacted the 

space program and the American-Russian race to put a man on the moon. Through an 

analysis of his speeches, a correlation might be found between his rhetoric, and the 

relationship between the .American space program and the Cold War. 

Finally this study did not examine the verbal and nonverbal deliver\- elements of 

Kennedy speeches. Looking to speeches that have been preser\ed by film and video, 

might lead to a stronger understanding of Kennedy influence on the creation of the Cold 

War reality. As Kennedy's foreign policies imply, only by understanding the past can we 

hope to shape our future. 
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naugural Address: 20 Januan- 1961 

We observe today not a victory of party but a celebration of freedom-s>mbolizing an end as well as a 
beginning-signifying renevval as well as change. For I have sworn before >'ou and Almighu God the sanie 
solemn oath our forbears prescribed nearly a century and three-quarters ago. 

The worid is ven- different now. For man holds in his mortal hands the power to abolish all forms of human 
povert>' and all forms of human life. And yet the same revolutionary beliefs for w hich our forebears fought 
are stiU at issue around the globe--the belief that the rights of man come not from the generosity of the state 
but from the hand of God. 

We dare not forget today that we are the heirs of that first revolution. Let the word go forth from this time 
and place, to friend and foe alike, that the torch has been passed to a new generation of .A.mericans-bom in 
this century, tempered by war, disciplined by a hard and bitter peace. proud of our ancient heritage-and 
unwiUing to witness or permit the slow undoing of those human rights to uhich this nation has alwa>s been 
committed, and to which we are committed today at home and around the world. 

Let ever>' nation know, whether it wishes us well or iil. that we shall pay an> price. bear any burden. meet 
any hardship. support any friend, oppose any foe to assure the surv ival and the success of libertv'. This 
much we pledge-and more. 

To those old allies whose cultural and spiritual origins we share. we pledge the loyalt>- of faithful friends. 
United there is little we caimot do in a host of cooperati\e \entures. Di\ided there is little we can do—for 
we dare not meet a powerfnl challenge at odds and split asunder. 

To those new states whom we welcome to the ranks of the free. we pledge our word that one form of 
colonial control shall not have passed away merely to be replaced by a far more iron t>rann>. We shall not 
always expect to fmd them supporting our \iew. But we shall always hope to fmd them strongly supporting 
their own freedom—and to remember that. in the past. those who foolishly sought power by riding the back 
of the tiger ended up inside. 

To those people in the huts and \ illages of half the globe struggling to break the bonds of mass miser>'. w c 
pledge our best efforts to help them help themselves. for whatever period is required-not because the 
communists may be doing it, not because we seek their \otes, but because it is right. If a free societ> cannot 
help the many who are poor, it cannot save the few w ho are rich. 

To our sister republics south of our border, we offer a special pledge-to com ert our good words into good 
deeds-in a new alliance for progress—to assist free men and free govemments in casting off the chains of 
povert>'. But this peacefiil revolution of hope caimot become the prey of hostile powers. Let all our 
neighbors know that we shall join with them to oppose aggression or sub\ersion amvvhere in the Americas. 
And let every other power know that this Hemisphere intends to remain the master of its own house. 

To that world assembly of sovereign states, the United Nations, our last best hope in an age where the 
instmments of w ar have far outpaced the instmments of peace. w e renevv our pledge of support-to prevent 
it from becoming merely a forum for invective-to strengthen its shield of the new and the weak-and to 
enlarge the area in vvhich its vvrit may mn. 

Finally, to those nations vvho would make themselves our adversan, we ofifer not a pledge but a request: 
that both sides begin anew the quest for peace, before the dark povvers of destmction unleashed b> science 
engulf all humanity in plaimed or accidental self-destmction. 

We dare not tempt them vvith weakness. For only w hen our arms are suff cient beyond doubt can vve be 
certain beyond doubt that they vviU never be employed. But neither can tvvo great and powerfiil groups of 
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nations take comfort from our present course-both sides overburdened by the cost of modem weapons. 
both rightl> alarmed by the steady spread of the deadly atom, yet both racing to alter that uncertain balance 
of terror that stays the hand of mankind's fmal vvar. 

So let us begin anew-remembering on both sides that civilit>' is not a sign of weakness, and sincerit>' is 
alvvays subject to proof Let us never negotiate out of fear. But let us never fear to negotiate. Let botl sides 
e.xplore what problems unite us instead of belaboring those problems vvhich divide us. 

Let both sides, for the first time, formulate serious and precise proposals for the inspection and control of 
arms-and bring the absolute povver to destroy other nations under the absolute control of all nations. Let 
both sides seek to invoke the wonders of science instead of its terrors. Together let us explore the stars, 
conquer the deserts, eradicate disease, tap the ocean depths and encourage the arts and commerce. Let both 
sides unite to heed in all corners of the earth the command of Isaiah-to "undo the heavy burdens . . . (and) 
let the oppressed go free." 

And if a beachhead of cooperation may push back the jungle of suspicion. let both sides join in creating a 
nevv endeavor, not a nevv balance of povver, but a new world of huv, vvhere thc strong are just and the weak 
secure and the peace preserved. 

All this will not be fmished in the first one hundred days. Nor vvill it be fmished in the first one thousand 
days, nor in the life of this Administration. nor even perhaps in our lifctime on this planet. But let us begin. 

In your hands, my fellow citizens, more than mine, wiU rest the fmal success or failure of our course. Since 
this countr> was founded, each generation of Americans has been summoned to give testimony to its 
national loyalt>. The gra\es of young Americans who answered the call to service surround the globe. 

Novv the tmmpet summons us again—not as a call to bear arms, though arms vve need—not as a call to 
battle, though embattled vve are- but a call to bear the burden of a long twilight stmggle. year in and year 
out, "rejoicing in hope, patient in tribulalion"—a stmggle against the common enemies of man: t> ranny, 
po\ ert>', disease and vvar itself 

Can vve forge against these enemies a grand and global alliance, North and South, East and West, that can 
assure a more fmitful life for all mankind? Will you join in that historic effort? 

In the long history of the vvorld, only a few generations have been granted the role of defending freedom m 
its hour of ma.ximum danger. I do not shrink from this responsibiIit>—I welcome it. I do notbelieve that any 
of us would exchange places vvith any other people or any other generation. The energ>-, the faith, the 
devotion wliich we bring to this endeavor vviU light our countrv' and all vvho serve it~and the glow from 
that fire can tmly light the vvorld. 

And so, my fellovv Americans: ask not what your countrv can do for you-ask what you can do for your 
countrv. My fellow citizens of the vvorld: ask not what America vvill do for you, but what together vve can 
do for the freedom of man. 

Finally, whether you are citizens of America or citizens of the world, ask of us here the same high 
standards of strength and sacrifice w hich we ask of you. With a good conscience our only sure rew ard. with 
history the fmal judge of our deeds, let us go forth to lead the land we love. asking His blessing and His 
help, but knovving that here on earth God's vvork must tmly be our ovvn. 
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Address before the Amcrican Societv of Newspaper Editors: 20 Apnl 1961 

The President of a great democracy such as ours, and the editors of great newspapers such as > ours, ovve a 
common obligation to the people: an obligation to present the facts, to present them vvith candor, and to 
present them in perspective. It is with that obligation in mind that 1 have decided in the last 24 hours to 
discuss briefly at this time the recent events in Cuba. 

On that unhappy island, as in so many other arenas of the contest for freedom, the nevvs has grovvn vvorse 
instead of better. I have emphasized before that this was a stmggle of Cuban patriots against a Cuban 
dictator. While vve could not be expected to hide our s>'mpathies, vve made it repeatedly clear that the 
armed forces of this country vvould not intervene in any way. 

Any unilateral American intervention, in the absence of an extemal attack upon ourselves or an ally, vvould 
have been contrary to our traditions and to our intemational obligations. But let the record show that our 
restraint is not inexhaustible. Should it e\er appear that the inter-.\merican doctrine of non-interference 
merely conceals or excuses a policy of non-action, if the nations of this Hemisphere should fail to meet 
their commitments against outside Communist penetration-then 1 want it clearly understood that this 
Govemment vviU not hesitate in meeting its primar> obligations which are to the securit>' of our Nation! 

Should that time ever come, we do not intend to be lectured on "intcrvention" by those vvhose character was 
stamped for all time on the bloody streets of Budapest! Nor vvould vve e.xpect or accept the same outcome 
which this small band of gallant Cuban reftigees must have known that they were chancing. determined as 
they were against heavy odds to pursue their courageous attempts to regain their Island's freedom. 
But Cuba is not an island unto itself; and our concem is not ended by mere expressions of nonintervention 
or regret. This is not the first time in either ancient or recent histor>' that a small band of freedom fighters 
has engaged the armor of totalitarianism. 

It is not the first time that Communist tanks have roUed over gallant men and vvomen fighting to redeem the 
independence of their homeland. Nor is it by any means the fmal episode in the etemal stmggle of libert> 
against tyranny, anyvvhere on the face of the globe, including Cuba itself 

Mr. Castro has said that these were mercenaries. According to press reports, the fmal message to be relayed 
from the refugee forces on the beach came from the rebel commander when asked if he vvished to be 
evacuated. His ansvver was: "I vvill never leave this countrv." Thal is not the reply of a mercenan He has 
gone novv to join in the mountains countiess other guerrilla fighters, who are equally determined that the 
dedication of those who gave their lives shall not be forgotten, and that Cuba must not be abandoned to the 
Communists. And vve do not intend to abandon it either! 

The Cuban people have not yet spoken their fmal piece. And I have no doubt that they and their 
Revolutionary Council, led by Dr. Cardona-and members of the families of the Revolutionarv Council. I 
am informed by the Doctor yesterday, are involved themselves in the Islands-wiU conhnue to speak up for 
a free and independent Cuba. 

Meanwhile we vviU not accept Mr. Castro's attempts to blame this nation for the hatred which his onetime 
supporters novv regard his repression. But there are from tliis sobering episode useful lessons for us all to 
leam. Some may be still obscure, and avvait fmther information. Some are clear today. 

First, it is clear that the forces of communism are not to be underestimated, in Cuba or anywhere else in the 
vvorld. The advantages of a police state-its use of mass terror and arrests to prevent the spread of free 
dissent-cannot be overlooked by those who expect the fall of e\ erv' fanatic tyrant. If the self-discipline of 
the free cannot match the iron discipline of the mailed fist-in economic, political. scientific and all the other 
kinds of stmggles as vvell as the military-then the peril to freedom vvill continue to rise. 

Secondly, it is clear that this Nation, in concert with all the free nations of this hemisphere, must take an 
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evcr closer and more realistic look at the menace of e.xternal Communist intervention and domination in 
Cuba. The American people are not complacent about Iron Curtain tanks and planes less than go miles 
from their shore. But a nation of Cuba's size is less a threat to our sur\'ival than it is a base for subv erting 
the survival of other free nations throughout the hemisphere. It is not primarily our interest or our securm 
but theirs which is now, today, in the greater peril. It is for their sake as vvell as our ovvn that wc must shovv 
our wiU. 

The evidence is clear-and the hour is late. We and our Latin friends w ill have to face the fact that vve cannot 
postpone any longer the real issue of survival of freedom in this hemisphere itself On that issue, unlike 
perhaps some others. there can be no middle ground. Together vve must build a hemisphere where freedom 
can flourish; and where any free nation under outside attack of any kind can be assured that all of our 
resources stand ready to respond to any request for assistance. 

Third, and finally, it is clearer than ever that vve face a relentless stmggle in every comer of the globe that 
goes far beyond the clash of armies or even nuclear armaments. The armies are there, and in large number. 
The nuclear armaments are there. But they serve primarily as the shield behmd which subversion. 
infiltration, and a host of other tactics steadily ad\ance. picking off vulnerable areas one by one in 
situations which do not permit our ovvn armed intervention. 

Povver is the hallmark of this offensive povver and discipline and deceit. The legitimate discontent of 
veaming people is exploited. The legitimate trappings of self-determination are employed. But once in 
power. all talk of discontent is repressed: all self-determinahon disappears. and the promise of a revolution 
of hope is betrayed, as in Cuba, into-a reign of terror. Those who on instmction staged automatic "riots" m 
the streets of free nations over the efforts of a small group of young Cubans to regain their freedom should 
recall the long roll call of refiigees who cannot novv go back-to Hungar>', to North Korea, to North Viet-
Nam, to East Germany. or to Poland, or to any of the other lands from vvhich a steady stream of refagees 
pours forth, in eloquent testimony to the cmel oppression novv holding sway in their homeland. 

We dare not fail to see the insidious nature of this nevv and deeper stmggle. We dare not fail to grasp the 
nevv concepts, the nevv tools, the nevv sense of urgency vve will need to combat it-whether in Cuba or South 
Viet-Nam. And vve dare not fail to realize that this stmggle is taking place e\ ery day, without fanfare, in 
thousands of villages and markets-day and night-and in classrooms all over the globe. 

The message of Cuba, of Laos, of the rising din of Communist voices in Asia and Latin America-these 
messages are all the same. The complacent, the self-indulgent, the soft societies are about to be svvept avva> 
vvith the debris of history. Only the strong, only the industrious, only the determined, only the courageous, 
only the visionary vvho determine the real nature of our stmggle can possibly survive. 

No greater task faces this country or this administration. No other challenge is more deserving of our ever>' 
efifort and energy. Too long we have fixed our eyes on traditional militarv' needs, on armies prepared to 
cross borders, on missiles poised for flight. Novv it should be clear that this is no longer enough-that our 
security may be lost piece by piece, country by countiy, without the bring of a single missile or the crossing 
of a single border. 

We intend to profit from this lesson. We intend to ree.xamine and reorient our forces of all kinds-cur tactics 
and our institutions here in this community. We intend to intensiíy our efforts for a stmggle in many vvays 
more diffícult than war, vvhere disappointment vviU often accompany us. 

For I am convinced that vve in this countr> and in the free vvorld possess the necessar> resource, and the 
skiU, and the added strength that comes from a belief in the freedom of man. And I am equally convinced 
that history wiU record the fact that this bitter stmggle reached its climax in the late 1950's and the early 
1960's Let me then make dear as the President of the United States that I am determined upon our s>'stem's 
survival and success, regardless of the cost and regardless of the peril! 
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Report to the American People on the Soviet Arms Buildup in Cuba; 22 October 1962 

This Government, as promised, has maintained the closest sur\ eiUance of the Soviet Militaiy buildup on 
the island of Cuba. Within the past week, unmistakable evidence has established the fact that a series of 
offensive missile sites is novv in preparation on that imprisoned island. The purpose of these bases can be 
none other than to provide a nuclear strike capability against the Western Hemisphere. 

Upon receiving the first preliminarv' hard information of this nature last Tuesday moming at 9 a.m., I 
directed that our surveiUance be stepped up. And ha\ ing now confirmed and completed our evaluation of 
the evidence and our decision on a course of action, this Govemment feels obliged to report this new crisis 
to you in fullest detail. 

The characteristics of these new missile sites indicate two distinct t>pes of installations. Several of them 
include medium range ballistic missiles capable of canying a nuclear warhead for a distance of more than 
1,000 nautical miles. Each of these missiles, in short, is capable of strikmg Washington, D.C., tíie Panama 
Canal, Cape Canaveral, Mexico City, or any other city in the southeastern part of the United States, in 
Central America, or in the Caribbean area. 

Additional sites not yet completed appear to be designed for intermediate range ballistic missiles—capable 
of traveling more than tvvice as far-and thus capable of striking most of the major cihes m the Westem 
Hemisphere. ranging as far north as Hudson Bay, Canada, and as far south as Lima, Pem. In addition, jet 
bombers, capable of carr> ing nuclear weapons, are novv being uncrated and assembled in Cuba, w hile the 
necessary air bases are being prepared. 

This urgent transformation of Cuba into an important strategic base-by the presence of these large, long 
range, and clearly offensive weapons of sudden mass destmction—constitutes an explicit threat to the peace 
and security of all the Americas, in flagrant and deliberate defiance of the Rio Pact of 1947, the traditions 
of this Nation and hemisphere, the joint resolution of the 87th Congress, the Charter of the United Nations, 
and my ovvn public wamings to the Soviets on September 4 and 13. This action also contradicts the 
repeated assurances of Soviet spokesmen, both publicly and privately delivered, that the arms buildup in 
Cuba vvould retain its original defensive character, and that the Soviet Union had no need or desire to 
stafion strategic missiles on the territory of any other nation. 

The size of this undertaking makes clear that it has been planned for some months. "i et only last month, 
after I had made clear the distinction between any introduction of ground-to-ground missiles and the 
existence of defensive antiaircraft missiles, the Soviet Government publicly stated on September 11, and 1 
quote, "the armaments and military equipment sent to Cuba are designed exclusively for defensive 
purposes," that, and I quote the Soviet Govemment, "there is no need for the Soviet Govemment to shift its 
weapons . . . for a retaliatory blow to any other country, for instance Cuba," and that, and I quote their 
govemment, "the Soviet Union has so powerful rockets to cany these nuclear warheads that there is no 
need to search for sites for them beyond the boimdaries of the Soviet Union." That statement vvas false. 
Only last Thursday, as evidence of this rapid offensive buildup vvas already in my hand, Soviet Foreign 
^hnister Gromyko told me in my office that he vvas instmcted to make it clear once again. as he said his 
govemment had already done, that Soviet assistance to Cuba, and I quote, "pursued solely the purpose of 
contributing to the the defense capabilities of Cuba," that, and I quote him, "training by Soviet specialists of 
Cuban nationals in handling defensive armaments was by no means ofifensive, and if it vvere otherwise." 
Mr. Gromyko vvent on, "the Soviet Govemment vvould never become involved in rendering such 
assistance." That statement also vvas false. 

Neither the United States of America nor the world communit>' of nations can tolerate dehberate deception 
and offensive threats on the part of any nation, large or small. We no longer live in a vvorld vvhere only the 
actual firing of vveapons represents a sufficient challenge to a nation's security to constitute ma.ximum peril. 
Nuclear weapons are so destmctive and ballistic missiles are so swift, that any substantially increased 
possibility of their use or any sudden change in their deployment may vvell be regarded as a definite threat 
to peace. 
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For many years both the Soviet Union and the United States, recognizing this fact, have deplo>ed strategic 
nuclear weapons with great care, never upsetting the precarious status quo vvhich insured that these 
weapons would not be used in the absence of some vital challenge. Our own strategic missiles have never 
been transferred to the territory of any other nafion under a cloak of secrec> and deception; and our histor> -
-unlike that of the Soviets since the end of World War Il-demonstrates that we have no desire to dominate 
or conquer any other nation or impose our system upon its people. Nevertheless, American citizens ha\e 
become adjusted to living daily on the BuII's-eye of Soviet missiles located inside the U.S.S.R. or m 
submarines. 

In that sense, missiles in Cuba add to an already clear and present danger-although it should be noted the 
nafions of Latin America have never previously been subjected to a potential nuclear threat. 

But this secret, svvift. and extraordinary buildup of Communist missiles-in an area well knowii to have a 
special and historical relafionship to the United States and the nations of the Westem Hemisphere. in 
violation of Soviet assurances, and in defiance of American and hemispheric policy-this sudden, 
clandestine decision to station strategic weapons for the first time outside of Sov let soil-is a deliberately 
provocative and unjusfified change in the status quo vvhich cannot be accepted by this country. if our 
courage and our commitments are ever to be tmsted again by either friend or foe. 

The 1930's taught us a clear lesson: aggressive conduct, if allowed to go unchecked and unchallenged 
ultimately leads to vvar. This nation is opposed to vvar. We are also tme to our vvord. Our unswerving 
objective. therefore, must be to prevent the use of these missiles against this or any other country, and to 
secure their withdrawal or elimination from the Westem Hemisphere. 

Our policy has been one of patience and restraint, as befits a peaceftil and powerful nation, vvhich leads a 
worldwide alliance. We have been determined not to be diverted from our central concems by mere 
irritants and fanatics. But novv fiirther action is required—and it is under vva\ and these actions may only be 
the beginning. We will not prematurely or unnecessarily risk the costs of w orldwide nuclear war in which 
e\'en the fmits of victory would be ashes in our mouth—but neither wiU we shrink from that risk at any time 
it must be faced. 

Acting, therefore, in the defense of our ovvn security and of the entire Westem Hemisphere, and under the 
authority entmsted to me by the Constitution as endorsed by the resolution of the Congress, I have directed 
that the foUowing initial steps be taken immediately 

First: To halt this offensive buildup, a strict quaranfine on all offensive militar>' equipment under shipment 
to Cuba is being inifiated. All ships of any kind bound for Cuba from whatever nation or port wiU, if found 
to contain cargoes of offensive weapons, be tumed back. This quaranfine will be e.xtended, if needed, to 
other types of cargo and carriers. We are not at this time, however, denying the necessities of life as the 
Soviets attempted to do in their Berlin blockade of 1948. 

Second: I have directed the continued and increased close surveillance of Cuba and its military buildup. 
The foreign ministers of the OAS, in their communique of October 6, rejected secrecy in such matters in 
this hemisphere. Should these offensive military preparations continue, thus increasing the threat to the 
hemisphere, further acfion wiU be justified. I have directed the Armed Forces to prepare for any 
eventualities; and I tmst that in the interest of both the Cuban people and the Soviet technicians at the sites, 
the hazards to all concemed in continuing this threat vviU be recognized. 

Third: It shall be the policy of this Nation to regard any nuclear missile launched from Cuba against an> 
nation in the Westem Hemisphere as an attack by the Soviet Union on the United States, requiring a fiill 
retaliatory response upon the Soviet Union. 

Fourth: As a necessary military precaution, I have reinforced our base at Guantanamo, evacuated today the 
dependents of our personnel there, and ordered additional military units to be on a standby alert basis. 
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Fifth: We are calling tonight for an immediate meeting of the Organ of Consultation under the Organizafion 
of American States, to consider this tiireat to hemispheric securit>' and to im'oke articles 6 and 8 of Uie Rio 
Treaty in support of all necessary action. The United Nations Charter allovvs for regional secunt>' 
arrangements~and the nations of this hemisphere decided long ago against the military presence of outside 
povvers. Our other alhes around the worid have also been alerted. 

Si.xth: Under the Charter of the United Nations, vve are asking tonight that an emergenc>' meeting of the 
Security Council be convoked without delay to take action against this latest Soviet threat to world peace. 
Our resolution vviU call for tiie prompt dismantling and witiidrawal of all offensive weapons in Cuba, under 
the supervision of U.N. observers, before the quarantine can be lifted. 

Seventh and finally: I call upon Chairman Khmshchev to halt and eliminate this clandestine. reckless and 
provocative threat to vvorid peace and to stable relations between our tvvo nations. I call upon him ftirther to 
abandon this course of world domination, and to join in an historic effort to end the perilous arms race and 
to transform the history of man. He has an oppormnity novv to move the vvorld back from the abyss of 
destmction—by retuming to his govemment's ovvn vvords that it had no need to station missiles outside its 
ovvn territory, and withdrawing these weapons from Cuba-by refraining from any action which vvill vviden 
or deepen the present crisis-and then by participating in a search for peaceftil and permanent solutions. 

This Nation is prepared to present its case against the Soviet threat to peace, and our ovvn proposals for a 
peaceful vvorld, at any time and in any fomm—in the OAS, in the United Nafions. or in any other meeting 
that could be useful—without limiting our freedom of action. We have in the past made strenuous efforts to 
limit the spread of nuclear weapons. We have proposed the elimination of all arms and military bases in a 
fair and effective disarmament treaty. We are prepared to discuss new proposals for the removal of tensions 
on both sides—including the possibility of a genuinely independent Cuba, free to determine its ovvn destin>. 
We have no wish to vvar vvith the Soviet Union—for vve are a peaceftil people vvho desire to live in peace 
vvith all other peoples. 

But it is difficult to settle or even discuss these problems in an atmosphere of intimidation. That is why this 
latest Soviet threat-or any other threat vvhich is made either independenUy or in response to our actions this 
week—must and vviU be met with determination. Any hostile move anv^vhere in the vvorld against the safet> 
and freedom of peoples to vvhom we are committed—including m particular the brave people of West 
Berlin—will be met by whatever action is needed. 

Finally, I want to say a fevv words to the captive people of Cuba, to vvhom this speech is being directly 
carried by special radio facilities. I speak to you as a friend, as one who knows of your deep attachment to 
your fatherland, as one who shares your aspirations for libertv' and justice for all. And I have w atched and 
the American people have watched vvith deep sorrovv hovv your nationalist revolution was betrayed- and 
how your fatherland fell under foreign domination. Now your leaders are no longer Cuban leaders inspired 
by Cuban ideals. They are puppets and agents of an intemational conspiracy which has mmed Cuba against 
your friends and neighbors in the Americas~and tumed it into the first Latin American countr>' to become a 
target for nuclear vvar—the first Latin American country to have these weapons on its soil. 

These nevv weapons are not in your interest. They contribute nothing to your peace and well-being. They 
can only undermine it. But this country has no vv ish to cause you to suffer or to impose any system upon 
you. We knovv that your lives and land are being used as pavvns by those vvho deny your freedom. 

Mimy times in the past, the Cuban people have risen to throw out t> rants who destroyed their liberty. And I 
have no doubt that most Cubans today look forward to the time vvhen they vviU be tmly free-free from 
foreign domination, free to choose their own leaders, free to select their ovvn s> stem, free to ovvn their ovvn 
land, free to speak and write and worship without fear or degradation. And then shall Cuba be welcomed 
back to the society of free nations and to the associations of this hemisphere. 
My fellow citizens: let no one doubt that this is a difficult and dangerous effort on vvhich we have set out. 
No one can see precisely vvhat course it wiU take or what costs or casualties vvill be incurred. Many months 
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of sacrifice and self-discipline lie ahead-months in vvhich our patience and our vviU vviU be tested-months 
in vvhich many threats and denunciations vvill keep us avvare of our dangers. But tiie greatest danger of all 
vvould be to do nothing. 

The path we have chosen for the present is ftiU of hazards. as all paths are-but it is tiie one most consistent 
with our character and courage as a nation and our commitments around the vvorld. The cost of freedom is 
always high-and Americans have always paid it. And one path vve shall never choose, and that is the path 
of surrender or submission. 

Our goal is not tiie victory of might, but the vindication of right- -not peace at the expense of fieedom, but 
both peace and freedom, here in this hemisphere. and, vve hope, around the vvorld. God wilhng. that goal 
vvill be achieved. 

Thank you and good night. 
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Address AtThe American Universitv: 10 June 1963 

It is with great pride that I participate in this ceremony of the American Universitv', sponsored by the 
Methodist Church, founded by Bishop John Fletcher Hurst, and first opened by President \\ oodrow Wilson 
in 1914. This is a young and grovving university, but it has already fulfiUed Bishop Hurst's enlightened 
hope for ihe study of history and public affairs in a cit> devoted to the making of histor> and the conduct of 
the public's business. By sponsoring this institution of higher leaming for all vvho vvish to leam, whatever 
their color or tiieir creed, the Methodists of this area and the Nation deserv e the Nation's thanks, and I 
commend all those who are today graduating. 

Professor Woodrow Wilson once said that every man sent out from a universitv should be a man of his 
nation as vvell as a man of his time, and I am confident that the men and w omen vvho carry the honor of 
graduating from this institufion will confinue to give from their lives, from their talents, a high measure of 
public service and public support. 

"There are fevv earthly things more beautiful than a universit>'." wrote John Masefield in his tnbute to 
English universities—and his vvords are equally tme today. He did not refer to spires and towers, to campus 
greens and ivied walls. He admired the splendid beauty of the universii>. he said. because it was "a place 
where those vvho hate ignorance may strive to knovv, vvhere those who perceive taith may striv e to make 
others see." 

I ha\ e, therefore. chosen this fime and this place to discuss a topic on which ignorance too often abounds 
and the tmth is too rarely perceived-yet it is the most important topic on earth: world pcace. 
What kind of peace do 1 mean'̂  What kind of peace do vve seek'' Not a Pax .A.mericana enforced on the 
vvorld by American weapons of vvar. Not the peace of the grave or the securit>' of tiie slave I am talking 
about genuine peace, the kind of peace that makes life on earth vvorth living, the kind that enables men and 
nafions to grovv and to hope and to build a better life for their children-not merely peace for Americans but 
peace for all men and women—not merely peace in our time but peace for all time. 

I speak of peace because of the nevv face of vvar. Total vvar makes no sense in an age when great povvers 
can maintain large and relativ ely invulnerable nuclear forces and refuse to surrender without resort to those 
forces. It makes no sense in an age vvhen a single nuclear weapon contains almost ten times the explosn e 
force delivered by all the allied air forces in the Second World War. It makes no sense in an age when the 
deadly poisons produced by a nuclear e.xchange would be carried by wind and water and soil and seed to 
the far corners of the globe and to generations yet unbom. 

Today the expenditure of billions of dollars every year on weapons acquired for the purpose of making sure 
we never need to use them is essential to keeping the peace. But surely the acquisition of such idle 
stockpiles-which can only destroy and never create~is not the only, much less Ihe most efficient. means of 
assuring peace. 

I speak of peace, therefore, as the necessarv rational end of rational inen. I realize that the pursuit of peace 
is not as dramatic as the pursuit of war-and frequently the vvords of the pursuer fall on deaf ears. But vve 
have no more urgent task. 

Some say that it is useless to speak of vvorld peace or vvorld lavv or vvorld disarmament-and that it wiU be 
useless until the leaders of the Soviet Union adopt a more enlightened attitude. I hope tiiey do. I believe we 
can help them do it. But I also believe that we must ree.xamine our ovvn attitude~as individuals and as a 
Nation-for our attitiide is as essential as theirs. And every graduate of this school, ev erv thoughtftil citizen 
who despairs of vvar and vvishes to bring peace, should begin by looking invvard~by examining his ovvn 
attitude tovvard the possibilities of peace, tovvard tiie Soviet Union, toward the course of the cold vvar and 
tovvard freedom and peace here at home. 
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First: Let us e.xamine our attitude tovvard peace itself Too many of us think it is impossible. Too many 
think it unreal. But that is a dangerous, defeatist belief It leads to tiie conclusion that vvar is inevitable-that 
mankind is doomed-that vve are gripped by forces we cannot control. 
We need not accept that view. Our problems are manmade~lherefore, they can be solved by man And man 
can be as big as he wants. No problem of human destim is beyond human beings. Man's reason and spirit 
have often solved the seemingly unsolvable-and vve beíieve they can do it again. 
I am not referring to the absolute, infinite concept of peace and good vvill of vvhich some fantnsies and 
fanatics dream. I do not deny the value of hopes and dreams but we merely invite discouragement and 
incredulity by making that our only and immediate goal. 

Let us focus instead on a more practical, more attainable peace- based not on a sudden revolution in 
human nature but on a gradual evolution in human institutions-on a series of concrete actions and effective 
agreements vvhich are in the interest of all concemed. There is no single, simple key to this peace-no grand 
or magic formula to be adopted by one or tvvo povvers. Genuine peace must be the product of many nations. 
the sum of many acts. It must be dynamic, not static, changing to meet the challenge of each nevv 
generation. For peace is a process-a way of solving problems. 

With such a peace, there vviU stiU be quarrels and conflicting interests. as there are vvithin families and 
nations. World peace, like community peace, does not require that each man love his neighbor-it requires 
only that they live together in mutual tolerance, submitting their disputes to a just and peaceful settlement. 
And histor>' teaches us that enmities between nations, as between individuals, do not last forever. However 
fi.xed our likes and dislikes may seem, the tide of time and events vvill often bring surprising changes in the 
relations between nations and neighbors. 

So let us persevere. Peace need not be impracticable, and vvar need not be inevitable. By defining our goal 
more clearly, by making it seem more manageable and less remote. vve can help all peoples to see it. to 
dravv hope from it, and to move irresistibly tovvard it. 

Second: Let us ree.xamine our attitude toward the Soviet Union. It is discouraging to ihink that their leaders 
may actually believe vvhat their propagandists vvrite. It is discouraging to read a recent authoritative Soviet 
te.xt on Military Strategy and find, on page after page. wholly baseless and incredible claims—such as the 
allegation that "American imperialist circles are preparing to unleash different tvpes of vvars . that therc 
is a ver>' real threat of a preventive vvar being unleashed by American imperialists against the Sov let Union 
. . . [and thatj the polifical aims of the American imperialists are to enslave economically and polifically the 
European and other capitalist countries . . . [and] to achieve vvorld domination . . . by means of aggressive 
vvars." 

Tmlv, as it vvas written long ago: "The vvicked flee vvhen no man pursueth." Yet it is sad to read these 
Soviet statements~to realize the extent of the gulf between us. But it is also a waming—a vvaming to the 
American people not to fall into the same trap as the Soviets, not to see only a distorted and desperate view 
of the other side, not to see conflict as inevitable. accommodation as impossible, and communication as 
nothing more than an exchange of threats. 

No goverament or social system is so evil that its people must be considered as lacking in \ irtue. As 
Americans, we find communism profoundly repugnant as a negation of personal freedom and dignity. But 
vve can stiU hail the Russian people for their many achievements-in science and space, in economic and 
industiial grovvth, in culture and in acts of courage. 

Among the many traits the peoples of our two countries have in common, none is stronger than our mutual 
abhorrence of war. Almost unique among the major vvorld povvers, we have never been at vvar vvith each 
other. And no nation in the history of battie ever suffered more than the Soviet Union suffered in the course 
of the Second World War. At least 20 miUion lost their lives. Coimtiess miUions of homes and farms were 
bumed or sacked. A third of the nation's territory. including nearly tvvo thirds of its industrial base, was 
turned into a wasteland-a loss equivalent to the devastation of this countr> east of Chicago. 
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Today, should total vvar ever break out again~no matter hovv~our tvvo countries would become the primarv 
targets. It is an ironic but accurate fact that the two strongest powers are the two in the most danger of 
devastation. AU we have built, all we have vvorked for, would be destroyed in the first 24 hours. And e\ en 
in the cold war, which brings burdens and dangers to so many nations, including this Nation's closest alhes-
-our tvvo countries bear the heaviest burdens. For vve are both devoting massive sums of money to weapons 
that could be beUer devoted to combating ignorance, povert>. and disease. We are both caught up in a 
vicious and dangerous cycle in which suspicion on one side breeds suspicion on the other, and nevv 
weapons beget counterweapons. 

In short, both the United States and its allies, and the Soviet Union and its allies, have a mutually deep 
interest in a just and genuine peace and in halting the arms race. Agreements to this end are in the interests 
of the Soviet Union as vvell as ours~and even the most hostile nations can be relied upon to accept and 
keep those treaty obligations, and only those treaty obligations, vvhich are in their own interest. 

So, let us not be blind to our differences-but let us also direct attention to our common interests and to the 
means by which those differences can be resolved. And if vve cannot end now our differences. at least w e 
can help make the vvorld safe for diversity. For, in the final analysis. our most basic common link is that vve 
all inhabit this small planet. We all breathe the same air. We all cherish our children's ftiture .And we are all 
mortal. 

Third: Let us reexamine our attitude tovvard the cold vvar, remembering that vve are not eng;iged in a debate, 
seeking to pile up debating points. We are not here distnbuting blame or pointing the finger of judgment. 
We must deal vvith the vvorld as it is, and not as it might have been had the histor> of the iast 18 years been 
different. 

We must, therefore, persevere in the search for peace in the hope that constmcti\ e changes within the 
Communist bloc might bring vvithin reach solutions vvhich novv seem beyond us. We must conduct our 
affairs in such a vvay that it becomes in the Communists' interest to agree on a genuine peace. Above all, 
while defending our ovvn vital interests, nuclear powers must avert those confrontations vvhich bring an 
adversar> to a choice of either a humiliating retreat or a nuclear vvar. To adopt that kind of course in the 
nuclear age vvould be evidence only of the bankmptcy of our policy—or of a coUective death-wish for tiie 
vvorld. 

To secure these ends, America's weapons are nonprovocative, careftilly controUed. designed to deter, and 
capable of selective use. Our military forces are committed to peace and disciplined in self- restraint. Our 
diplomats are instmcted to avoid unnecessan.- irritants and purely rhetorical hostilit>'. 
For we can seek a relaxation of tension without relaxing our guard. .A.nd, for our part, we do not need to use 
threats to prove that vve are resolute. We do not need to jam foreign broadcasts out of fear our faith vviU be 
eroded. We are unwilhng to impose our system on any unwiUing people-but vve are willing and able to 
engage in peacefiil competition with any people on earth. 

Meanwhile, vve seek to strengthen the United Nations, to help solve its financial problems. to make it a 
more effective instmment for peace, to develop it into a genuine world secunt> s> stem-a s> stem capable 
of resolving disputes on the basis of lavv, of insuring the securit>' of the large and the small. and of creating 
conditions under which arms can finally be abolished. 

At the same time we seek to keep peace inside the non-Communist vvorld, vvhere many nations, all of them 
our friends, are divided over issues which weaken Westem unity, vvhich invite Communist intervention or 
which threaten to empt into war. Our efforts in West New Guinea, in the Congo, in the Middle East, and in 
the Indian subcontinent, have been persistent and patient despite criticism from both sides. We have also 
tried to set an example for others—by seeking to adjust small but significant differences with our ovvii 
closest neighbors in Mexico and in Canada. 
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Speaking of other nations, I vvish to make one point clear. \\̂ e are bound to many nations by alliances. 
Those alliances exist because our concem and theirs substantially overlap. Our commitment to defend 
Westera Europe and West Berlin, for example, stands undiminislíed because of tiie identit> of our v ital 
interests. The United States vviU make no deal vvith the Sov let Union at the expense of other nations and 
other peoples, not merely because they are our partners, but also because their interests and ours conv erge 

Our interests converge, however, not only in defending the frontiers of freedom. but in pursuing the paths 
of peace. It is our hope- and the purpose of allied policies-to convince the Soviet Union that she. too, 
should let each nation choose its ovvn ftiture, so long as that choice does not interfere vvith the choices of 
others. The Communist drive to impose their political and economic s> stem on others is the primary cause 
of worid tension today. For there can be no doubt that, if all nations could refrain from interfering in the 
self-determination of others, the peace vvould be much more assured. 

This vvill require a nevv effort to achieve world lavv-a nevv conte.xt for world discussions. It wiU require 
increased understanding between the Soviets and ourselves. And increased understanding vvill require 
increased contact and communication. One step in this direction is the proposed arrangement for a direct 
line between Moscovv and Washington, to avoid on each side the dangerous delays. misunderstandings. and 
misreadings of the other's actions vvhich might occur at a time of crisis. 

We have also been talking in Geneva about the other first-step measures of arms control designed to limit 
the intensity of the amis race and to reduce the risks of accidental war. Our primarv' long range interest in 
Geneva. however, is general and complete disarmament- designed to take place by stagcs. permitting 
parallel political developments to build the nevv institutions of peace vvhich vvould tiike the place of arms. 
The pursuit of disarmament has been an effort of this Goverament since the 1920's. It has been urgently 
sought by the past three administrations. And however dim the prospects may be today. vve intend to 
continue this effort—to continue it in order that all countries, including our ovvn, can better grasp vvhat the 
problems and possibilities of disarmament are. 

The one major area of these negotiations where the end is in sight, yet where a fresh start is badly needed, 
is in a treaty to outlavv nuclear tests. The conclusion of such a treaty, so near and yet so far, would check 
the spiraling arms race in one of its most dangerous areas. It vvould place the nuclear povvers in a position to 
deal more effectively vvith one of the greatest hazards vvhich man faces in 1963, the further spread of 
nuclear arms. It vvould increase our securit>'—it vvould decrease the prospects of w ar. Surely this goal is 
sufficientiy important to require our steady pursuit. yielding neither to the temptation to give up the vvhole 
effort nor the temptation to give up our insistence on \ital and responsible safeguards. 

I am taking this opportunity. therefore. to announce two important decisions in this regard. 

First: Chairman khmshchev. Prime Minister MacmiUan, and I have agreed that high-lev el discussions vviU 
shortly begin in Moscow looking tovvard early agreement on a comprehensive test ban treaty. Our hopes 
must be tempered vvith the caution of histor>'-but with our hopes go the hopes of all mankind. 
Second: To make clear our good faith and solemn convictions on the matter, I now declare that the United 
States does not propose to conduct nuclear tests in the atmosphere so long as other states do not do so. We 
will not be the first to resume. Such a declaration is no substitute for a formal binding treat>, but I hope it 
vviU help us achieve it. 

Finally, my fellow Americans. let us examine our attitude tovvard peace and freedom here at home. The 
quality and spirit of our ovvn society must justify and support our efforts abroad. We must shovv it in the 
dedication of our ovvn lives-as man> of you vvho are graduating today wiU ha\e a unique opportunit> to 
do, by serving vvithout pay in the Peace Corps abroad or in the proposed National Service Corps here at 
home. 

But wherever we are, vve must all, in our daily lives, live up to the age-old faith that peace and freedom 
vvalk together. In too many of our cities today, the peace is not secure because the freedom is incomplete. 
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It is the responsibilit> of the executive branch at all levels of govemment-local. State. and N'ational-to 
provide and protect that freedom for all of our citizens by all means witiun their authoritv. It is the 
responsibility of the legislative branch at all levels, wherever that authont> is not now adequate. to make it 
adequate. And it is the responsibility of all citizens in all sections of tiiis countrv' to respect tiie rights of all 
others and to respect the law of the land. 

AIl this is not unrelated to world peace. "When a man's vvays please the Lord," the Scriptures tell us, "he 
maketh e\en his enemies to be at peace vvith him." And is not peace, in the last analysis. basically a matter 
of human rights-the right to live out our lives without fear of devastation-the right to breathe air as nature 
provided it—the right of future generations to a healthy existence? 
While we proceed to safeguard our national interests, let us also safeguard human interests. And the 
elimination of war and arms is clearly in the interest of both. No treaty, however much it may be to the 
advantage of all, however tightiy it may be vvorded, can provide absolute security against the risks of 
deception and evasion. But it can—if it is sufficientiy effective in its enforcement and if it is sufficienth in 
the interests of its signers—offer far more secuntv' and far fevver risks than an unabated. uncontroUcd. 
unpredictable arms race. 

The United States, as the vvorld knovvs. vvill never start a war. \Ve do not want a war. We do not novv expect 
a vvar. This generation of Americans has already had enough-more than enough-of w ar and hate and 
oppression. We shall be prepared if others vvish it. We shall be alert to trv to stop it. But vve shall also do 
our part to build a vvorld of peace vvhere the weak are safe and the strong are just. \\e are not helpless 
before that task or hopeless of its success. Confident and unafraid, w e labor on-not tovvard a strategy of 
annihilation but tovvard a strateg>' of peace. 
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Remarks in the Rudolph Wilde Platz: 26 June 196̂ > 

I am proud to come to this city as the guest of your distinguished Mayor, vvho has svmbolized tiiroughout 
the world the fighting spirit of West Beriin. And I am proud to vísit the Federal Republic with your 
distinguished Chancellor vvho for so many years has committed Germanv to democrac\ and freedom and 
progress, and to come here in the company of my fellow American, General Clay. who has been in tiiis citv 
during its great moments of crisis and vviU come again if ever needed. 

Tvvo thousand years ago the proudest boast vvas "civis Romanus sum." Toda>. in the world of freedom, tiie 
proudest boast is "Ich hin ein Berliner" 

1 appreciate my interpreter translating my German! 

There are many people in the vvorld vvho really don't understand, or sa\ thc> don't, vvhat is the great issue 
betvveen the free vvorid and the Communist world. Let them come to Berlin. There are some who say that 
communism is the vvave of the hiture. Let them come to Berlin. .And there are some who sa\ in Europe and 
elsewhere we can work vvith the Communists. Let them come to Berlin. And there are even a few vvho sa> 
that it is tme that communism is an evil system, but it permits us to make economic progress. Las.s' sie nach 
Berlin kommen. Let them come to Berlin. 

Freedom has many difficulties and democracy is not perfect, but vve have ne\er had to put a vvall up to keep 
our people in, to prevent them from leaving us. I vvant to say, on behalf of my countrvmen, who live many 
miles away on the other side of the Atlantic, who are far distant from you, that they take the greatest pride 
that they have been able to share with you, even from a distance, the story of the last 18 years. I knovv of no 
tovvn. no cit>', that has been besieged for 18 years that still lives with the vitality and the force. and the hope 
and the determination of the cit> of West Berlin. While the vvall is the most obvious and vivid 
demonstration of the failures of the Communist s>'stem, for all the vvorld to see, vve take no satisfaction in 
it, for it is, as your Mayor has said, an offense not only against histor> but an offense against humanit>. 
separating families, dividing husbands and wives and brothers and sisters, and di\ iding a people who wish 
to be joined together. 

What is tme of this cirv is tme of Germany—real, lasting peace in Europe can never be assured as long as 
one German out of four is denied the elementary right of free men, and that is to make a free choice. In 18 
vears of peace and good faith, this generation of Germans has eamed the right to be free, including the nght 
to unite their families and their nation in lasting peace, with good vviU to all people. \'ou live in a defended 
island of freedom, but your life is part of the main. So let me ask you as I close. to lift your eyes beyond the 
dangers of today, to the hopes of tomorrow, beyond the freedom merely of this cirv of Berlin. or your 
countiy- of Germany, to the advance of freedom everywhere, beyond the vvall to the day of peace with 
justice, beyond yourselves and ourselves to all mankind. 

Freedom is indivisible, and vvhen one man is enslaved, all are not free. When all are free. then vve can look 
forward to that day vvhen this city vvill be joined as one and this countrv' and this great Continent of Europe 
in a peacefiil and hopefiil globe. When that day finally comes, as it vvill, the people of West Berlin can take 
sober satisfaction in the fact that they vvere in the front lines for almost tvvo decades. 
AU free men, wherever they may live, are citizens of Berlin, and, therefore. as a free man, I tíike pride in 
the words "Ich bin ein Berliner" 
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Radio and Television Address to the American Peoole on the Nuclear Test Ban Treat^: Julv 26. 1963 

Good evening, my fellow citizens: I speak to you tonight in a spirit of hope. Eighteen vears ago the advent 
of nuclear weapons changed the course of tiie world as well as the vvar. Since that time, all mankind has 
been stmggling to escape from the darkening prospect of mass destmction on eartii. In an age when both 
sides have come to possess enough nuclear power to destroy the human race several times over. the world 
of communism and the vvorid of free choice have been caught up in a vicious circle of conflicting ideolog> 
and interest. Each increase of tension has produced an increase of arms; each increase of arms has produced 
an increase of tension. 

In these years, the United States and the Soviet Union have frequently communicated suspicion and 
wamings to each other, but very rarely hope. Our representatives have met at the summit and at the brink: 
they have met in Washington and in Moscovv: in Geneva and at the United Nations. But too often these 
meetings have produced only darkness, discord, or disillusion 

Yesterday a shaft of light cut into the darkness. Negotiations vvere concluded in Moscovv on a treat>' to ban 
all nuclear tests in the atmosphere, in outer space, and under water. For the first time, an agreement has 
been reached on bringing the forces of nuclear destmction under intemational control-a goal first sought in 
1946 vvhen Bemard Bamch presented a comprehensive control plan to the United Nations. 

That plan, and many subsequent disarmament plans, large and small. have all been blocked by those 
opposed to intemational inspection. A ban on nuclear tests. however, requires on-the-spot inspection onl> 
for underground tests. This Nation now possesses a variety of techniques to detect the nuclear tests of other 
nations vvhich are conducted in the air or under vvater. for such tests produce unmistakable signs which our 
modem instmments can pick up. 

The treaty initialed yesterday, therefore, is a limited treat>' which permits continued underground testing 
and prohibits only those tests that vve ourselves can police. It requires no control posts, no onsite inspection, 
no interaational body. 

We should also understand that it has other limits as well An\ nation vvhich signs the treat> will ha\ c an 
opportunity to withdraw if it finds that e.xtraordinary events related to the subject matter of the treat> have 
jeopardized its supreme interests; and no nation's right of self-defense wiU in any \va> be impaired. Nor 
does this treaty mean an end to the threat of nuclear vvar. It vvill not reduce nuclear stockpiles: it vviU not 
halt the production of nuclear weapons; it vvill not restrict their use in time of w ar. 

Nevertheless, this limited treaty wiU radically reduce the nuclear testing vvhich vvould othervvise be 
conducted on both sides; it vviU prohibit the United States, the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union, and all 
others who sign it, from engaging in the atmospheric tests which have so alarmed mankind; and it offers to 
all the world a welcome sign of hope. 

For this is not a unilateral moratorium, but a specific and solemn legal obligation. While it wiU not prevent 
this Nation from testing underground, or from being ready to conduct atmospheric tests if the acts of others 
so require, it gives us a concrete opportunity to extend its coverage to other nations and later to other forms 
of nuclear tests. 

This treaty is in part the product of Westem patience and vigilance. We have made clear-most recentiy in 
Berlin and Cuba-our deep resolve to protect our security and our freedom against any form of aggression. 
We have also made clear our steadfast determination to limit the arms race. In three administrations. our 
soldiers and diplomats have worked together to this end, alw ays supported by Great Britain. Prime Minister 
MacmiUan joined vvith President Eisenhower in proposing a limited test ban in 1959, and again vvith me in 
1961 and 1962. 
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But the achievement of this goal is not a victory for one side-it is a victory for mankind It reflects no 
concessions either to or by the Soviet Union. It reflects simplv our common recognition of tiie dangers in 
fiirther testing. 

This treaty is not the millennium. It vviU not resolve all conflicts, or cause the Communists to forego their 
ambitions, or eliminate the dangers of war. It will not reduce our need for arms or allies or programs of 
assistance to others. But it is an important first step-a step towards peace-a step towards reason-a step avvav 
from war. 

Here is what this step can mean to you and to your children and your neighbors: 

First, this treaty can be a step towards reduced vvorld tension and broader areas of agreement. The Moscow 
talks have reached no agreement on any other subject, nor is this treaty conditioned on an\ other maUer. 
Under Secretary Harriman made it clear that any nonaggression arrangements across the division in Europe 
vvould require ftill consultation vvith our allies and ftill atiention to their interests. He also made dear our 
strong preference for a more comprehensive treaty banning all tests everywhere, and our ultimate hope for 
general and complete disarmament. The Soviet Govemment, howevcr, is stiil unwilling to accept the 
inspection such goals require. 

No one can predict vvith certainty. therefore, vvhat further agreements. if any, can be built on the 
foundations of this one. They could include controls on preparations for surprise attack, or on numbers and 
t̂ -pe of armaments. There could be further limitations on the spread of nuclear weapons. The important 
point is that efforts to seek nevv agreements vviU go forvvard. 

But the difficulty of predicting the next step is no reason to be reluctant about this step. Nuclear test ban 
negotiations have long been a symbol of East-West disagreement. If this treaty can also be a s>mbolic it 
can symbolize the end of one era and the beginning of another-if both sides can by this treatv' gam 
confidence and experience in peaceful coUaboration-then this short and simple treaty may well become an 
historic mark in man's age-old pursuit of peace. 

Westem policies have long been designed to persuade the Soviet Union to renounce aggression. direct or 
indirect, so that their people and all people may live and lel live in peace. The unlimited testing of nevv 
weapons of vvar cannot lead towards that end-but this treaty. if it can be followed by ftirther progress. can 
dearly move in that direction. 

I do not say that a vv orld without aggression or threats of war vvould be an eas> world. It w ill bring nevv 
problems, new challenges from the Communists, nevv dangers of rela.xing our v igilance or of mistaking 
their intent. 

But those dangers pale in comparison to those of the spiraling arms race and a coUision course towards vvar. 
Since the beginning of history, war has been mankind's constant companion. It has been the mle, not the 
exception. Even a nation as young and as peace-loving as our own has fought through eight vvars. .^nd 
three times in the last tvvo years and a half I have been required to report to you as President that this 
Nation and the Soviet Union stood on the verge of direct militarv confrontation-in Laos, in Berlin, and in 
Cuba. 

A vvar today or tomorrow, if it led to nuclear w ar, vvould not be like any war in historv. A ftill-scale nuclear 
exchange, lasting less than 60 minutes, with the weapons now in existence, could wipe out more than 300 
miUion Americans, Europeans, and Russians, as vvell as untold numbers elsewhere. And the survivors, as 
Chairman Khmshchev wamed the Communist Chinese, "the survivors would en\y the dead." For they 
vvould inherit a world so devastated by explosions and poison and fire that today vve caimot e\ en conceive 
of its horrors. So let us try to tum the w orld away from vvar. Let us make the most of this opportunitv, and 
every opportunity, to reduce tension, to slow down the perilous nuclear arms race, and to check the world's 
slide toward final annihilation. 
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Second, this treaty can be a step towards freeing the worid from the fears and dangers of radioactive fallout. 
Our ovvn atmospheric tests last year were conducted under conditions vvhich restricted such fallout to an 
absolute minimum. But over the years tiie number and the yield of weapons tested hav e rapidly increased 
and so have the radioactive hazards from such testing. Continued unrestricted testing by the nuclear 
povvers, joined in time by other nations vvhich may be less adept in limiting poUution, vvill increasinglv 
contaminate tiie air that all of us must breatiie. 

Even then, the number of children and grandchildren vvith cancer in their bones. with leukemia in their 
blood, or with poison in their lungs might seem statistically small to some, in comparison vvith natural 
health hazards. But this is not a natural health hazard-and it is not a statistical issue. The loss of even one 
human life. or the malformation of even one baby-w ho may be born long after we are gone-should be of 
concem to us all. Our children and grandchildren are not merely statistics tovvard which we can be 
indifferent. 

Nor does this íiffect the nuclear povvers alone. These tests befoul the air of all men and all nations. tiie 
committed and the uncommitted alike, without their knowledge and without their consent. That is \vh> the 
continuation of atinospheric testing causes so many countries to regard all nuclear povvers as equally e\il: 
and vve can hope that its prevention will enable those countnes to see the vvorld more clearly. vvhile 
enabling all the vvorld to breathe more easily. 

Third, this treaty can be a step tovvard preventing the spread of nuclear weapons to nations not novv 
possessing them. During the ne.xt several years. in addition to the four current nuclear povvers. a small but 
significant number of nations vvill have the intellectual, physical. and financial resources to produce both 
nuclear weapons and the means of delivering them. In time, it is estimated, many other nations vvill have 
either this capacity or other vvays of obtaining nuclear warheads, even as missiles can be commercially 
purchased today. 

I ask you to stop and think for a moment vvhat it would mean to have nuclear weapons in so many hands. in 
the hands of countries large and small, stable and unstable, responsible and irresponsible. scattered 
throughout the world. There would be no rest for anyone then, no stabilitv'. no real securit>. and no chance 
of effective disarmament. There vvould only be the increased chance of accidental war. and an increased 
necessity for the great powers to involve themselves in what othenvise would be local conflicts. 
If only one thermonuclear bomb were to be dropped on any American, Russian. or any other city, w hether 
it vvas launched by accident or design, by a madman or by an enemy, by a large nation or by a small, from 
any comer of the vvorld, that one bomb could release more destmctive povver on the inhabitants of that one 
helpless city than all the bombs dropped in the Second World War. 

Neither the United States nor the Soviet Union nor the United Kingdom nor France can look forward to that 
day with equanimity. We have a great obligation, all four nuclear powers have a great obligation, to use 
whatever time remains to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons, to persuade other countries not to test, 
transfer, acquire, possess, or produce such weapons. 

This treaty can be the opening vvedge in that campaign. It prov ides that none of the parties vviU assist other 
nations to test in the forbidden environments. It opens the door for further agreements on the control of 
nuclear weapons, and it is open for all nations to sign, for it is in the interest of all nations, and already vve 
have heard from a number of countries vvho wish to join vvith us promptiy. 

Fourth and finally, this treaty can limit the nuclear arms race in vvays vvhich, on balance, vvill sti-engthen our 
Nation's security far more than the continuation of unrestricted testing. For in today's vvorld, a nation's 
security does not always increase as its arms increase, when its adversar}- is doing the same, and unlimited 
competition in the testíng and development of new t>pes of destmctive nuclear weapons w ill not make the 
world safer for either side. Under this limited tieaty, on the other hand, the testing of other nations could 
never be sufficient to offset the ability of our sti-ategic forces to deter or survive a nuclear attack and to 
penetrate and destroy an aggressor's homeland. 
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We have, and under this treaty vve will continue to have, the nuclear strength tiiat vve need. It is tme tiiat the 
Soviets have tested nuclear weapons of a yield higher than that which vve tiiought to be necessan, but the 
hundred megaton bomb of which they spoke a years ago does not and vvill not change the balance of 
strategic power. The United States has chosen, deliberately, to concentrate on more mobile and more 
efficient weapons, with lovver but entirely sufficient yield, and our securitv is, tiierefore, not impaired bv 
the treaty I am discussing. 

It is also tme, as Mr. Khmshchev would agree, that nations cannot afford in these matters to rely simph on 
the good faith of their adversaries. We have not, therefore. o\erlooked tiie risk of secret violations. There is 
at present a possibility that deep in outer space, that hundreds and thousands and millions of miles away 
from the earth illegal tests might go undetected. But we already have the capability to constmct a s>stem of 
observation that vvould make such tests almost impossible to conceal, and vve can decide at any time 
whether such a system is needed in the light of tiie limited risk to us and the limited reward to others of 
violations atiempted at that range. For any tests vvhich might be conducted so far out in space, vvhich cannot 
be conducted more easily and efficiently and legally underground, would necessarily be of such a 
magnitude tiiat they would be e.xtremely difficult to conceal. We can also employ nevv dev ices to check on 
the testing of smaller weapons in the lovver atmosphere. Any violations, moreover, involv es, along vvith tiie 
risk of detection, the end of the treaty and the worldwide consequences for the violator. 

Secret violations are possible and secret preparations for a sudden withdrawal are possible, and thus our 
ovvn vigilance and strength must be maintained, as vve remain ready to withdraw and to resume all forrns of 
testing, if vve must. But it vvould be a mistake to assume that this treaty vvill be quickly broken. The gains of 
iUegal testing are obviously slight compared to their cost, and the hazard of discoven. and the nations 
vvhich have initialed and wiU sign this treaty prefer it, in my judgment, to unrestricted testing as a matter of 
their ovvn self-interests for these nations, too, and all nations, have a stake in limiting the arms race, in 
holding the spread of nuclear weapons, and in breathing air that is not radioactive. While it may be 
theoretically possible to demonstrate the risks inherent in any treat>, and such risks in this treatv are small, 
the far greater risks to our security are the risks of unrestricted testing, the risk of a nuclear arms race. the 
risk of new nuclear povvers, nuclear poUution. and nuclear vvar. 

This limited test ban. in our most careful judgment, is safer by far for ihe United States than an unlimited 
nuclear arms race. For all these reasons, I am hopeful that this Nation w iU promptiy approve the limited test 
ban treaty. There vviU, of course, be debate in the country and in the Senate. The Constitution wisely 
requires the advice and consent of the Senate to all treaties, and that consultation has alread> bcgun. A\\ 
this is as it should be. A document vvhich may mark an historic and constmctive opportunit> for the vvorld 
deserves an historic and constmctive debate. 

It is my hope that all of you vviU take part in that debate, for this treaty is for all of us. It is particulariy for 
our children and our grandchildren, and they have no lobby here in Washington. This debate will involve 
military, scientific, and political e.xperts, but it must be not left to them alone. The right and the 
responsibiIit>' are yours. 

If vve are to open nevv doonvays to peace, if vve are to seize this rare opportunity for progress. if vve are to 
be as bold and farsighted in our control of weapons as vve have been in tiieir invention, then let us novv 
show all the vvorid on this side of the wall and the other tiiat a strong America also stands for peace. There 
is no cause for complacency. 

We have leamed in times past that the spirit of one moment or place can be gone in the next. We have been 
disappointed more than once, and vve have no iUusions novv that there are shortcuts on the road to peace. At 
many points around the globe the Communists are continuing their efforts to exploit w eakness and pov ert>. 
Their concentration of nuclear and conventional arms must still be deterred. 

The familiar contest between choice and coercion, the familiar places of danger and conflict, are all stiU 
there, in Cuba, in Southeast Asia, in Beriin, and all around the globe, stiU requiring all the suength and the 
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vigilance that we can muster. Nothing could more greatly damage our cause than if we and our allies vvere 
to believe that peace has already been achieved, and that our strength and unit> vvere no longer required. 
But novv, for the first time in many years, the path of peace may be open. No one can be certain vvhat the 
future vviU bring. No one can say whether the time has come for an easing of the stmggle. But histor> and 
our ovvn conscience will judge us harsher if we do not novv make everv effort to test our hopes by action. 
and this is the place to begin. 

According to the ancient Chinese proverb. "A journey of a thousand miles must begin vvith a single step." 
My fellow Americans, let us take that first step. Lel us, if vve can, step back from the shadows of vvar and 
seek out the vvay of peace. And if that joumey is a thousand miles, or even more, let histon record that vve, 
in this land, at this time, took the fiist step. 
Thank you and good night. 
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